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1. Introduction {#advs465-sec-0010}
===============

The clinical efficacy of low‐molecular‐weight chemotherapeutics and functional biological macromolecules (i.e., proteins and oligonucleotides) is often limited by a number of obstacles, including unfavorable solubility, loss of bioactive structure prior to reaching the disease lesion site, inadequate cellular uptake, short plasma half‐lives due to rapid renal clearance or enzymatic degradation, drug resistance driven by overexpression of the efflux transporter, and unwanted side effects of nonspecific cytotoxic drugs caused by off‐target effect during chemotherapy.[1](#advs465-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The development of a smart nanoscaled drug delivery system (nanoDDS) has entered the mainstream to not only address these issues but also to aid the advancement of personalized nanomedicine for noninfectious diseases, especially cancer.[2](#advs465-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} With the achievable and tunable size and structure, such nanovehicles can be properly designed to cross the smallest capillary wall while avoiding clearance by a mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS), resulting in a prolonged blood stream duration. Due to the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect,[3](#advs465-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} macromolecules and large nanoparticles can be more effectively trapped in tumor tissues than low‐molecular‐weight molecules and small nanoparticles.[4](#advs465-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, high‐molecular‐weight bioactive molecules (e.g., cytokines and growth factors) have limitations due to their instability in delivery both in vitro and in vivo as well as their immunogenicity and shorter half‐lives. To overcome these limitations, modern drug formulation technologies have facilitated researchers\' abilities to create the commonly named "second generation" of protein drugs to overcome the above limitations. Moreover, based on the molecular weight, secondary structure, and availability of surface groups, polymer--protein or fusion protein conjugates have been created. However, protein folding may also be altered through and after the modification process.[6](#advs465-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, there is a great need to design delicate DDSs to fulfill the protection of protein therapeutics with enhanced half‐lives and reduced immunogenicity. This strategy can then be used in protein pharmaceutical areas.

For decades, various nanotherapeutics have been developed for use in humans, most of which can be formulated with several main types of DDSs, such as liposomes, micelles, polymeric conjugates, inorganic nanoparticles, and others. Among them, polysaccharides are the most recognized biomaterials that are derived from natural carbohydrate polymers. They are generally regarded as safe (GRAS) and are broadly used in the food industry. Here the term "GRAS" is a general standard defined under sections 201(s) and 409 of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (the Act), meaning any substances that have been generally recognized, among qualified experts and adequately shown to be safe under the conditions of its intended use.[7](#advs465-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} They have also been applied as an excipient for drug formulation by regulatory authorities in different countries.[8](#advs465-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Basically, polysaccharides are carbohydrates with more than two sugar molecules covalently bonded together by glycosidic linkage. In addition to polysaccharides, there are also monosaccharide and disaccharides within the definition of carbohydrates. They offer a wide range of functional versatility and structural diversity due to their variable molecular weight and abundant reactive groups (i.e., amine, carboxyl, carbonyl, and hydroxyl groups) on the polysaccharide backbone.[9](#advs465-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Polysaccharides of natural origin commonly exist in various species, including plants (cellulose), animals (chitosan, nature origin obtained from chitin of exoskeletons crustaceans and insects), algae (alginate), and microorganisms (dextran).

Compared to other types of synthetic hydrophobic polymers, polysaccharides hold a large number of hydroxyl groups or other hydrophilic groups, such as carboxyl groups in alginate and amino groups in chitosan, which afford additional aqueous solubility and reinforce bioadhesion and biorecognition characteristics via noncovalent bonding (e.g., electrostatic interactions) between biological tissues and polysaccharides (**Figure** [**1**](#advs465-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).[10](#advs465-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} For example, chitosan, the only natural positively charged polysaccharide, is capable of attaching to the negatively charged mucosal layers via electrostatic interactions.[11](#advs465-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, hyaluronic acid can recognize and bind to the glycoprotein CD44 antigen on cell surfaces.[12](#advs465-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, their intrinsic functional moieties can serve as attachment points for chemotherapeutics, imaging probes, and targeting agents using facile chemical modification,[13](#advs465-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs465-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#advs465-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} such as PEGylation and antibody conjugation to provide prolonged circulation time and site‐specific accumulation activities. Furthermore, due to their parallel biochemical properties with human extracellular matrices, polysaccharides are easily recognized and metabolized by the body,[16](#advs465-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and they have been discovered to be involved in many biological processes including immune recognition and cell signaling,[17](#advs465-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} which are responsible for activation of antimicrobial and anti‐inflammatory responses.[18](#advs465-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} In addition, these biopolymers undergo enzymatic and/or hydrolytic degradation in vivo, leaving innocuous degradation products that can either be reused in biological systems or cleared by the immune system.[19](#advs465-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Thus, with the aforementioned features, polysaccharides have a promising future as an accessible therapeutic delivery system.

![Schematic illustration of unique physiochemical and biological properties of polysaccharides.](ADVS-5-1700513-g001){#advs465-fig-0001}

As naturally based biomaterials, polysaccharides have been largely explored for their ability for targeted delivery and control released to improve the therapeutic index of drugs (e.g., chemotherapeutics, antibiotics, proteins, peptides, and nucleic acids) using various routes of administration.[20](#advs465-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#advs465-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} The recent advances in polysaccharide‐based nanomaterials have driven apparent trends toward multifunctional and more complex controlled release systems (CRSs), which will take a big step forward in achieving theranostics and regenerative medicine with improved therapeutic efficacy, mechanical properties, and safety profiles.

The aim of this review is to present the state‐of‐the‐art in identification, functionalization, characterization, and application of bioactive polysaccharides originated from natural sources. Various biomedical applications were emphasized including tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, and cancer theranostics. This review will help to explore and investigate novel chemical and biological strategies for functional materials, promoting the clinical translations of polysaccharide‐based materials in biomedical applications.

2. Polysaccharides and Chemical Modification for Controlled Release {#advs465-sec-0020}
===================================================================

We have briefly introduced the importance of controlled drug throughout our introduction session. In general, the goal of controlled drug delivery, not only limited to polysaccharide‐based DDSs, are listed as follows. (1) To protect the drug from degradation. This is also being used in the protection of protein‐based biomolecules, such as cytokines and growth factors, which contain sophisticated secondary structure that can be degraded through delivery routes.[22](#advs465-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} (2) To enhance the half‐life of certain drug. A common example is insulin delivery, which requires instant injection after each meal. Dextran--insulin nanoparticles have been created to meet this need.[23](#advs465-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} (3) To maximize the therapeutic effects while reducing the side effects. This is commonly seen in cancer therapy, where chemotherapy/radiotherapy affects patients\' body condition severely. We have a chapter in the later session to discuss how researchers have been creative to effective cure cancer with the novel technologies of theranostics.[24](#advs465-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} (4) To take full advantages of existing drug in comparison with identifying a new drug molecular or potential intracellular pharmaceutical target. The research and economic burden to identify a novel drug molecule or to discover a novel signal pathway for drug target is huge. Therefore, researchers revisit some of existing drug molecules, which also have a comprehensive safety/therapeutic profiles as being in market already, and utilize novel drug delivery techniques to make them perform better or for some other type of disease, saving money on both the research and clinical trial stages.[25](#advs465-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

There are many different principles as researchers\' guidelines when designing novel DDSs. These principles are not limited to polysaccharide‐based DDSs, but being extensively studied and utilized throughout the design. These drug release mechanisms lead and trigger the design of versatile polysaccharide‐based DDSs with the help of various chemical modification as approaches. (1) The mesh size of the materials could control the diffusion and release of drug molecules.[26](#advs465-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} When the porous structure of the diameter is larger than the drug over three times (γ~mesh~ \> 3 × γ~drug~), diffusion is the dominant factor for drug release. Strokes--Einstein equation is usually used to determine the diffusivity (*D*), which depends on the size (radius) of the drug molecule (γ~drug~) and the viscosity of the solution (η) (*R* is the gas constant and *T* is the absolute temperature)[27](#advs465-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} $$D\, = \,\frac{RT}{6\pi\eta\gamma_{drug}}$$

When the mesh size has similar radius with drug molecule (γ~mesh~  ≈  γ~drug~), drug diffusion will be stalled by steric hindrance.[26](#advs465-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, the approach to control the porous size becomes important in designing DDSs. Researchers have controlled the size of porous structure by adjusting the concentrations of polysaccharides or the cross‐linkers. (2) The particle degradation could control the release of drug molecules. Such design of DDSs usually contain degradable cross‐linker.[26](#advs465-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} One common example is 3,3′‐dithiobis(sulfosuccinimidyl propionate), which could be cleaved with reducing agents, such as glutathione (GSH) to achieve intracellular redox drug delivery.[28](#advs465-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Enzymatic degradation sequence could also be used in design novel degradable cross‐linker. Phelps et al. reported of a protease degradable peptide cross‐linker GCRDVPMSMRGGDRCG, which could be cleaved by matrix metallopeptidase and able to deliver growth factor in vivo.[29](#advs465-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} (3) The material swelling behavior could control the release of drug molecules.[26](#advs465-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Polysaccharide‐based hydrogel particles will swell to absorb water and the size of the porous structure will be increased, releasing encapsulated drug. Various factors will contribute to the degree of swelling behavior, such as pH,[30](#advs465-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} temperature,[31](#advs465-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} ionic strength,[32](#advs465-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} electric fields,[33](#advs465-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} light,[33](#advs465-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} and glucose,[34](#advs465-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} which have been extensively studied in the field of drug delivery. (4) The mechanical deformation could also induce drug release from the matrix. This strategy is usually designed in cooperation with hydrogel system. By applying mechanical force, hydrogel matrix will deform, leaving enlarged mesh size and triggering convective flow within the network.[35](#advs465-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Such impulsive change usually create a pulsatile release profile in certain disease scenario, such as insulin delivery after each meal.[26](#advs465-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#advs465-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}

Based on the chemical composition, structure, solubility, and derivative sources, there are many possible approaches to classify polysaccharides. Considering the chemical composition, we can divide polysaccharides into two categories: (1) homopolysaccharides or homoglycans, which contain a single type of monosaccharides, such as chitin and chitosan, starch, and cellulose; and (2) heteropolysaccharides or heteroglycans, which consist of multiple types of monosaccharides, such as alginate, glycosaminoglycan, hyaluronic acid, and pectin. Other strategy to categorize polysaccharides includes the electronic charge for each specific polysaccharide molecules. For example, chitosan has usually positive charge whereas alginate has negative charge in general. For this chapter, we discuss five different types of polysaccharides based on their origins: chitosan from shellfish,[36](#advs465-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} alginate from algae,[37](#advs465-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} hyaluronic acid from various mammals (human, pig, beef, etc.) and bacteria,[38](#advs465-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} dextran from bacteria,[39](#advs465-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} and cyclodextrin, which are synthetic substances obtained from enzymatic degradation of starch.[40](#advs465-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} We chose these types of polysaccharides as they have been extensively studied and applied in the field of CRS. Molecules with same side groups share similar chemical modifications. In addition, comparable preparation approaches could also be applied to form DDSs. Being as traditional polysaccharide‐based biomaterials, the industrial processing techniques are mature, providing good resources for researchers and clinicians to practice. All the following materials have been going or already gone for clinical trials for various applications. These polysaccharides are good representatives to demonstrate the great research potential and broad applications of polysaccharide materials: from bench to bedside. There are also other types of polysaccharides, which have also shown variety of modification and fabrication potential and biomedical applications, such as carrageenan,[41](#advs465-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} pullulan,[42](#advs465-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} pectin,[43](#advs465-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} cellulose,[44](#advs465-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} starch,[45](#advs465-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} and some new polysaccharides from marine or bacterial origin.[46](#advs465-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} Interested readers are referred to the reviews that we have listed above for more details.

2.1. Chitosan‐Based CRS {#advs465-sec-0030}
-----------------------

Second to cellulose, chitin is the second most abundant natural amino polysaccharide throughout the world, which is the typical component of shellfish exoskeletons and fungal cell walls. It is a linear cationic polymer of *N*‐acetyl‐[d]{.smallcaps}‐glucosamine (2‐acetylamino‐2‐deoxy‐[d]{.smallcaps}‐glucose) units that are joined by β‐1,4 linkages.[47](#advs465-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Chitosan is produced by the deacetylation of chitin, which consists of β‐(1,4)‐linked deacetylated units of [d]{.smallcaps}‐glucosamine and *N*‐acetyl‐[d]{.smallcaps}‐glucosamine[47](#advs465-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#advs465-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} (**Figure** [**2**](#advs465-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Chitosan has been studied and used within the pharmaceutical area for almost three decades. As is widely recognized, chitosan‐based nanoplatform is one of the most promising DDSs due to its positive attributes of superior biocompatibility, notable biodegradability (metabolized by lysozyme), low toxicity, and positively charged characteristics based on its primary amino groups (this property enables electrostatic interaction with negatively charged macromolecules, nucleic acids, proteins, mucosal surfaces, etc.).[48](#advs465-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#advs465-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} In spite of these advantages, the aqueous solubility of chitosan is relatively poor at neutral pH in some cases.[50](#advs465-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} However, molecular weight and residual acetyl groups in the chitosan may also play important roles in the solubility of chitosan. To overcome the solubility issue, acidic solution (pH \<6.5) has been used while introducing additional water solubilizing groups. Reducing the molecular weight and elevating the degree of deacetylation can also facilitate additional solubilization, but this can spontaneously affect the physicochemical properties of chitosan.[51](#advs465-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}

![Structures of repeating units of some of the polysaccharides discussed in this review. Branching is not shown for dextran. The structure of alginate and hyaluronic acid are shown the two linkage types rather than a formal repeating unite. The chitin and chitosan structures shown represent extremes of a continuum of structures.](ADVS-5-1700513-g002){#advs465-fig-0002}

Owing to the pH‐induced solubility of chitosan modified drug conjugates, Park et al. developed a pH sensitive glycol chitosan‐based drug conjugate for photodynamic therapy.[52](#advs465-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} This DDS consisted of three functional moieties that grafted on amine groups along the chitosan chain. The photosensitive drug Chlorin e6 and polyethylene glycol (PEG) residues were crosslinked with glycol chitosan through dicyclohexyl carbodiimide (DCC)/*N*‐hydroxysulfosuccinimide (NHS)‐mediated amidation. 3‐Diethylaminopropyl isothiocyanate (DEAP) was then grafted onto the chitosan backbone via thiourea bond formation. DEAP was exploited as an endogenous stimulus for pH triggered drug release in acidic tumor tissue that lead to conformational changes of nanoparticles from a coiled (at pH 7.4) into an uncoiled structure (at pH 6.8). Moreover, the protonation of DEAP residues generates the additional singlet oxygen to provide higher phototoxicity for cancer cells. In another study, a facile and controlled graft polymerization of *N*‐(2‐hydroxyethyl)prop‐2‐enamide and chitosan was achieved by using γ‐ray irradiation of bis(R,R′‐dimethyl‐R″‐acetic acid) trithiocarbonate.[53](#advs465-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} The anticancer drug chromone‐3‐carboxaldehyde was then grafted on the amino groups of chitosan via Schiff‐base bond formation, which was a cleavable covalent bond that undergo hydrolysis at low pH conditions. Specifically, this amphiphilic copolymer conjugate could self‐assemble into micelle nanoparticles in a water solution.

In addition to pH‐sensitive DDSs, Hu et al. described a selective redox‐responsive chitosan‐based glycolipid‐like micelles, which was able to control the drug release rate by GSH concentration in tumor cells.[54](#advs465-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} The polymer was prepared via a two‐step synthesis. First, disulfide linker (bis‐2‐carboxyethyl disulfide) was conjugated with stearylamine through amide bond formation by applying DCC/4‐dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP). Second, the carboxyl‐terminated intermediate product was conjugated to amino groups on chitosan through the 1‐ ethyl‐3‐(3‐dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC a water soluble carbodiimide)/NHS‐mediated coupling reaction. The low pH reaction environment of the EDC‐catalyzed peptide formation also provided a good solubility environment for chitosan. This study demonstrated that the disulfide linkage could be designed as a cleavable linker to trigger the release of a conjugate payload under a certain level of GSH concentration, making the cargo drugs accumulated in tumor cells. Xu et al. reported an oxidation and pH‐responsive chitosan‐based nanoparticle that branched with ferrocene moieties for 5‐fluorouracil delivery.[55](#advs465-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} The DDS was prepared by reductive alkylation of chitosan with ferrocenecarboxaldehyde in the presence of NaBH~4~,[56](#advs465-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} and spherical nanoparticle or vesicles were formed via self‐assembly of ferrocene--chitosan at different concentrations in an acid solution. The 5‐fluorouracil was encapsulated through ultrasonication, and this drug payload was control released in the presence of an oxidative agent at low pH conditions due to the layer‐by‐layer electrostatic repulsion and loss of ferrocene moieties (π--π stacking) of the nanoparticles. Of the available oral DDSs for treating digestive disorders, for example, Jing et al. prepared amoxicillin‐loaded chitosan nanoparticles to target the urea transport protein of *Helicobacter pylori* based on mild ionic gelation of ureido‐conjugated chitosan with sodium tripolyphosphate (TPP).[57](#advs465-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} The ureido group was conjugated to the amino and hydroxyl position of chitosan through amidation and esterification with 12‐ureidododecanoic acid, respectively. The in vitro simulation experiment demonstrated that both of the DDSs were inactivated at pH 1.2 but effectively released amoxicillin at pH 6.0 and pH 7.0, which resulted from the destabilization and weakened electrostatic interaction between chitosan derivatives and TPP at higher pH conditions.

Moreover, the multiple amino groups on the backbone of chitosan would be able to perform any amine related conjugations with other molecules, including methacylation.[58](#advs465-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} Methacylation reaction could enhance the durability of adhesive interfaces. Diolosà et al. reported of using methacrylic acid mixed with chitosan to enhance the adhesion durability with the restorative resin (hydrophobic layer) and the dentine (hydrophilic counterpart) for clinical dental restorations. Methacrylated glycol chitosan can also be cross‐linked using UV light with Irgacure 2959 photoinitiator. Carbodiimide chemistry could also be performed with the amine group on chitosan. Rafat et al. reported the use of EDC/NHS‐mediated cross‐linking reaction or hybrid polyethylene glycol dibutyraldehyde/EDC/NHS to combine collagen and chitosan molecules. These collagen--chitosan composite network scaffolds were verified to enhance the mechanical strength and elasticity for corneal tissue regeneration.[59](#advs465-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} As is well established, unique properties of chitosan make it capable of therapeutic delivery for various application sites including oral, ocular, nasal, vaginal, buccal, parenteral, and intravesical drug delivery.[48](#advs465-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}

2.2. Alginate‐Based CRS {#advs465-sec-0040}
-----------------------

Alginate refers to linear anionic polysaccharides derived from brown algae and bacteria, consisting of repeating units of β‐1,4‐linked [d]{.smallcaps}‐mannuronic acid (M) and [l]{.smallcaps}‐guluronic acid (G) in varying ratios. Their physicochemical properties (e.g., mechanical flexibility, cross‐linking reactivity, and ionic binding types) have been found to be largely dependent on M/G proportion, the length of block segments, and molecular weight.[40](#advs465-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#advs465-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} High contents of G blocks of the alginate are able to form rigid hydrogels with divalent cations such as Ca^2+^, each of which orderly binds to two opposing G blocks, resulting in so‐called egg‐box conformational arrangement (**Figure** [**3**](#advs465-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).[61](#advs465-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} This is because calcium ions induce chain--chain association. A junction zone (the confirmation structure turn between two adjacent monosaccharide repeat units) was proposed by Grant et al. as confirmed by circular dichroism.[62](#advs465-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} Such facile synthesis approach of these alginates makes them suitable for cell transplantation and tissue regeneration. The semipermeable membrane that alginate and calcium form allows the diffusion of nutrients and therapeutics, maintaining the transplanted cells to grow within the hydrogel, whereas transplanted cell population are protected from the immune systems, which are less immunogenic compared to free cell injection.[63](#advs465-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} Oppositely, using high M block content of the alginates has been found to be less adhesive and exhibits immunostimulatory activity.[64](#advs465-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} This was because M--alginate contained higher level of polyphenol, endotoxins, and proteins compared to G--alginates without additional purification steps before applying in vitro and in vivo. Orive et al. also suggested that purification of alginate by free‐flow electrophoresis would reduce the total impurity content, without provoking foreign body reactions.[38](#advs465-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} This requires high processing and purification standard from alginate industry. The ionically cross‐linking reaction usually occurs by exchanging sodium ions from G blocks with multivalent cations (i.e., Ca^2+^). Therefore, a higher percentage of guluronic acid of the alginate type corresponds to a tighter ionically cross‐linking network, which results in a prolonged release profile.[65](#advs465-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} The mild gelation method has enabled wide application of this type of particles in delivery drugs, plasmid DNAs (pDNAs), growth factors, or even live cells.[37](#advs465-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} The formation of ionic cross‐linking is reversible---that is, adding chelating agent (i.e., ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) to the already formed nanoparticles will destabilize the cross‐link network, causing particle degradation.

![Molecular structure of calcium--alginate junction zone through ionic cross‐linking.[65](#advs465-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}](ADVS-5-1700513-g003){#advs465-fig-0003}

Alginates have been increasingly employed as a favorable delivery nanoplatform for biomacromolecules and a wide variety of other substances (e.g., growth factors,[40](#advs465-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} cytokines,[37](#advs465-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} doxorubicin,[65](#advs465-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} paclitaxel (PTX),[66](#advs465-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} DNA,[67](#advs465-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} RNA)[68](#advs465-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} to achieve controlled release by varying pore size of alginate hydrogels[69](#advs465-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} as well as by cleavable chemical conjugation using active hydroxyl and carboxyl groups in the polymer backbone.[40](#advs465-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} This is also one of the most mucoadhesive polymers applied in tissue engineering applications.[70](#advs465-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} The most popular routes of conjugation are either to form an amide bond by an EDC/sulfo‐NHS or DCC/DMAP reaction in either aqueous or organic solvent.[71](#advs465-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#advs465-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} The water‐based reaction is capable of directing bioconjugation without prior organic solvent dissolution, and the excess of reagent and byproducts can be easily removed by dialysis or gel‐filtration. In order to make alginate soluble in organic solvent, Pawar and Edgar reported a strategy to dissolve tetrabutylammonium salts of alginic acid in polar aprotic solvents containing tetrabutylammonium fluoride,[73](#advs465-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} which is able to react with alginates homogeneously in organic solvents, such as dimethyl sulfoxide and dimethylformamide (DMF). In addition, it has also been reported that hydroxyl groups can be oxidized to form alginate aldehyde with more reactive groups and a faster degradation profile.[74](#advs465-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#advs465-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} Since the periodate oxidation of alginate cleaves the carbon--carbon bond of the cis‐diol group in the urinate residue (**Figure** [**4**](#advs465-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), which changes the chain conformation, it promotes the hydrolysis of alginate in aqueous solutions.[74](#advs465-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Numerous alginate conjugates have been reported; we now present some recent examples of alginate‐based CRSs.

![Schematic representation of the chemical synthesis of oxidized alginate.](ADVS-5-1700513-g004){#advs465-fig-0004}

Feng et al. described redox‐sensitive alginate nanogels for intracellular delivery of doxorubicin (DOX). The nanogels were prepared via in situ cross‐linking of the alginate and the coupling agent cystamine through carbodiimide chemistry and a miniemulsion method.[76](#advs465-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} DOX was encapsulated into nanogels by exploiting the electrostatic interactions between the cationic DOX and the anionic alginate. In one study, vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEFGA)‐encapsulated alginate microsphere with the incorporation of a cyclic arginylglycylaspartic acid (cRGD) peptide and PEG moieties was developed.[72](#advs465-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} This alginate‐based microsphere was designed for receptor‐mediated intracellular delivery and release of the vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGFA) in primary human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) to regulate osteogenic differentiation as a potential therapeutic application. In this study, amine‐terminated PEG oligomers were grafted on alginate through EDC/NHS activation, and cRGD--alginate conjugation included two steps. First, NH~2~--PEG--SH was reacted with 2,2′‐dithiodipyridine to generate pyridine modified NH~2~--PEG. Then, the modified NH~2~--PEG--pyridine was coupled to alginate through carbodiimide chemistry. Another interesting example of alginate‐based oxidation‐responsive delivery system was formed by the conjugation of deferoxamine onto alginate aldehyde via a Schiff‐base reaction and followed by reduction.[77](#advs465-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} These conjugates were explored for their removal of excess iron from the body. It was expected that the alginate--deferoxamine conjugates could protect deferoxamine from metabolism by globulin during circulation and release the active deferoxamine at target sites by local oxidative stress status.

In addition, the hydroxyl group of alginate can be reacted with methacrylic anhydride via esterification, which can then be cross‐linked upon exposure to long‐wavelength UV light in the presence of a photoinitiator.[78](#advs465-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} Jeon et al. developed a protocol using 2‐aminoethyl methacrylate to react with the carboxyl group on alginates (**Figure** [**5**](#advs465-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}), providing alternatives to design alginate‐based photosensitive materials.[79](#advs465-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} Jeon et al. also suggested that photo‐cross‐linked oxidized methacrylated‐alginate hydrogels can enhance cell adhesion and spreading compared to those prepared with nonoxidized alginate,[80](#advs465-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} since the free aldehyde group can bind to amines present on cell surface proteins or extracellular matrices.[80](#advs465-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#advs465-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} These above strategies for alginate modification provide versatile functionalities for the delivery of therapeutics in a controllable manner and show potential with extensive implementation in the development of innovative DDSs.

![Schematic representation of the chemical synthesis of methacrylated alginate and photo‐cross‐linking of methacrylated alginate. Reproduced with permission.[79](#advs465-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} Copyright 2009, RSC.](ADVS-5-1700513-g005){#advs465-fig-0005}

2.3. Hyaluronic Acid (HA)‐Based CRS {#advs465-sec-0050}
-----------------------------------

Hyaluronic acid, also known as hyaluronan, is a naturally occurring linear polysaccharide that consists of repeating disaccharide blocks of [d]{.smallcaps}‐glucuronic acid and *N*‐acetyl‐[d]{.smallcaps}‐glucosamine joined by a glycosidic linkage. It was first isolated from the vitreous humor of bovine eyes by Meyer and Palmer.[82](#advs465-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} Later, it was found to ubiquitously exist in the extracellular matrix of most neural and connective tissues.[83](#advs465-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Due to the presence of the carboxyl group on each of the glucuronic acid units, HA is naturally negatively charged, which allows it to absorb a large amount of water and swell up to 1000 times its solid dimensions.[38](#advs465-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} The swelling behavior allows the release of drug molecules in a controlled manner.[84](#advs465-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} In the field of tissue engineering, the hydrophilic and viscoelastic properties of HA can not only reduce the friction of the joints but also provide a cushion effect for surrounding tissues.[83](#advs465-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} In addition to its biodegradable and noncytotoxic features, HA has also been considered to be nonimmunogenic and have anti‐inflammatory properties that depend on its molecular weight.[85](#advs465-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} HA is regularly involved in the regulation of angiogenesis, inflammatory, fibrosis, and cancer‐promoting processes.[86](#advs465-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, HA can also serve as a targeting molecule that specifically binds to some cell surface receptors including CD44 and receptor for HA‐mediated motility.[12](#advs465-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [87](#advs465-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} Owing to its inherent bioactive nature, HA is widely applied as a targeting carrier for delivering therapeutics to tumor tissues,[88](#advs465-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} and as important building blocks for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine,[89](#advs465-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} as well as a common ingredient in cosmetic dermatology.[90](#advs465-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}

Similar to alginate, the available hydroxyl and carboxyl groups on HA are commonly used for conjugation via methacrylation[91](#advs465-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} and carbodiimide reaction,[91](#advs465-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} respectively. Methacrylated HA can be photo‐cross‐linked using either ultraviolet (UV) radiation[91](#advs465-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} or visible light.[91](#advs465-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} The distinctive acetamide group (---NHCOCH~3~) of HA is available for deacetylation with the presence of hydrazine sulfate to restore the amine group, which can then undergo amidation reactions for further modification.[92](#advs465-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} Due to the unique and valuable physicochemical property of HA, researchers have been able to design and modify the HA to obtain new specific features for therapeutic delivery in controllable manner. Some recent examples are now given.

Hulsart‐Billström et al. demonstrated a two‐component hydrazide‐modified HA hydrogel‐based adhesive scaffold for bone regeneration through the enzymatic release of active bone morphogenetic protein (BMPs).[93](#advs465-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"} In this report, HA--aldehyde (HA--al), HA--hydrazide (HA--hy), and HA--bisphosphonate (BP)--hydrazide (HA--BP--hy) derivatives were used as starting materials, which were obtained from the carbodiimide‐mediated amide coupling of HA carboxyl groups at the carbazate terminal of the reagent. Subsequently, the HA--al solution was mixed with BMP‐2 containing solution of HA--BP--hy or HA--hy to formulate hydrogels encapsulating BMP‐2. The positively charged BMP‐2 can be electrostatically trapped in a negatively charged HA--BP hydrogel, and sustainably released through enzymatic digestion. Moreover, the BP functional group promoted the attachment of the cell to the surface of the HA hydrogel due to the additional Ca^2+^‐mediated linkages. In another example, Baier et al. developed GSH responsive HA‐based nanocapsules by using Cu(I)‐catalyzed "click" reaction polymerization of azide‐functionalized HA and disulfide functionalized dialkyne at the oil‐in‐water miniemulsion droplet interface.[94](#advs465-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} The encapsulated sample dye was released after cellular uptake through the cleavage of disulfide bridges with the presence of GSH in the polytriazole shell of HA nanocapsules.

Fan et al. described a cationic liposome--HA--PEG hybrid nanopolyplexes (NPs) for intranasal vaccination with subunit antigens.[95](#advs465-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"} It was composed of a positively charged 1,2‐dioleoyl‐3‐trimethylammonium propane liposomes with incorporation of negatively charged [l]{.smallcaps}‐cysteine modified HA (HA--SH) and was further decorated with thiolated PEG via the thiolation of the HA--SH layer on the outer shell of the NPs. This study demonstrated that the F1‐V antigen and monophosphoryl lipid A (MPLA) encapsulated liposome--HA--PEG hybrid NPs could serve as a potential vaccine delivery platform with enhanced biocompatibility, stability, and controlled release for intranasal vaccination against infectious pathogens. Another example of liposome--HA hybrid NPs was reported by Li et al.[96](#advs465-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"} The HA--DOX encapsulated liposome was fabricated via two step electrostatic interactions. First, the hydrophobic core of DOX was formed with the presence of soybean oil, and then the HA‐based nanopolyplexes (HA‐NPs) were prepared by ion‐pairing between HA (negative charge) and DOX cores (positive charge). Second, the as‐synthesized HA‐NPs were further encapsulated in liposomal carriers to afford the sustained‐release of DOX by selectively targeting CD44‐positive tumor cells in vivo. Moreover, electrostatic interactions were also employed for targeted gene delivery. Liang et al. prepared a self‐assembled ternary complex consisting of pDNA, branched polyethylenimine (B‐PEI), and HA--epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) for CD44‐targeted delivery of nucleotides.[97](#advs465-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"} This DDS was first stabilized by self‐assembly of pDNA and B‐PEI via electrostatic interactions, and the resulting positively charged pDNA/B‐PEI complexes were subsequently coated by HA--EGCG conjugates. These ternary complexes processed an efficient targeting cancer cell transfection due to the CD44‐targeting ability, and B‐PEI induced endosome escape and the strong nucleotide‐binding affinity of catechin.

Recently, Zhong et al. formed endosomal pH‐activatable micelles via the self‐assembly of HA‐*b*‐dendritic oligoglycerol block copolymer (HA--dOG--PTX).[98](#advs465-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} The azide‐terminated \[G1.0\] dendritic oligoglycerol conjugate (N~3~--dOG) was first reacted with succinic anhydride to form N~3~--dOG--COOH, which was then converted to N~3~--dOG--vinyl ether by adding 2‐chloroethyl vinyl ether under a nitrogen atmosphere. PTX was grafted to N~3~--dOG--vinyl ether via an acetal linkage through the acid‐catalyzed reaction of the 2′‐hydroxyl group in PTX with vinyl ether terminates. HA--alkynyl was synthesized by the reductive amination of HA terminal aldehyde with propargylamine, and conjugated to N~3~--dOG--PTX through a click reaction. The resulting conjugate (HA--dOG--PTX) was then self‐assembled into prodrug micelles, which demonstrated higher payload, CD44 targetability and pH‐response capabilities than the free drug.

The formation of bioreducible HA composites has also been reported by disulfide cross‐linking HA to other molecules.[99](#advs465-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}, [100](#advs465-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"} Han et al. described the fabrication of DOX‐loaded bioreducible HA nanoparticles (DOX--HA--ss‐NPs) with a redox‐responsive drug release profile and improved antitumor efficacy in the treatment of SCC7 tumor in a xenograft model.[100](#advs465-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"} First, alkyl‐terminated HA was prepared by reductive amination, as aforementioned, and 2‐(pyridyldithio)‐ethylamine (PDA) was conjugated with alkyne--HA through EDC‐mediated amidation. Second, another building block azide‐functionalized polycaprolactone (PCL--N~3~) was synthesized via the ring‐opening polymerization of caprolactone, followed by tosylation of PCL--OH, and conversion into the azide group by a nucleophilic displacement reaction.[101](#advs465-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"} Finally, the PDA‐conjugated HA--*b*--PCL copolymer was obtained via Huisgen cycloaddition between PCL--N~3~ and alkyne--HA--PDA. The resulting shell cross‐linked HA--ss‐NP was formed by the dithiothreitol (DTT) catalyzed cross‐linking of the PDA‐conjugated HA--*b*--PCL, and loaded with DOX through an emulsion method. Similarly, a bioreducible core‐cross‐linked HA micelle (CC‐HAM) for anticancer therapy was reported in another study of Han et al.[99](#advs465-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} In this case, the building block of HA‐based core‐cross‐linked polymeric micelle was also prepared by Huisgen cycloaddition between alkyne--HA and azide terminated poly(pyridyl disulfide methacrylate) \[P(PDSMA)\]. The P(PDSMA) was synthesized by polymerization of the monomer 2‐(pyridine‐2‐yldisulfanyl) ethyl methacrylate with 2‐azidoethyl‐2‐bromo‐2‐methylpropanoate. The DOX‐loaded CC‐HAM was formed via the self‐assembly of amphiphilic HA--*b*--P(PDSMA) with the presence of DTT. In a related work, Zhong et al. described the redox‐sensitive HA--[l]{.smallcaps}‐lysine methyl ester‐lipoic acid (HA--Lys--LA) conjugates for active targeting delivery of DOX to the drug resistant CD44 positive human breast tumor in vitro and in vivo.[102](#advs465-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"} The [l]{.smallcaps}‐lysine methyl ester was first grafted to HA via EDC/NHS activation. The amino group of intermediate (HA--Lys) was then conjugated with the carboxylic group of lipoic acid via DCC/DMAP‐mediated amidation. The resulting cross‐linked NPs were obtained by self‐assembly of HA--Lys--LA conjugates with the presence of DOX and a catalytic amount of DTT. Among its applications, the broad spectrum of options for HA chemical modifications can be applied to achieve a specific targeting and long‐lasting delivery of various therapeutics, including protein, peptides, and small molecule drugs.[103](#advs465-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}

2.4. Dextran‐Based CRS {#advs465-sec-0060}
----------------------

Dextran is a group of branched anhydroglucose polymer composed of alpha‐1‐6 glucose‐linked glucan with side chains alpha‐1‐3 linkages attached to the backbone units of dextran. They are produced from the fermentation of sucrose by certain lactic acid bacteria. Dextran holds several physicochemical advantages regarding its superb water solubility, surface resistance to nonspecific protein adsorption,[104](#advs465-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"} and ease of chemical derivatization, which make it suitable to be modified for therapeutic delivery. The abundant microbial enzyme dextranases, which could enzymatically digest dextran in colon tissue, making dextran suitable as potential nanovehicles for colon specific drug delivery.[105](#advs465-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"} Similar to other types of polysaccharides, the properties of dextrans are strongly dependent on their structure including molecular weight and degree of branching. According to the backbone structure of dextran, the hydroxyl groups of dextran units and the terminal aldehyde groups of dextran are two common reaction sites for chemical conjugation. Alternatively, two additional aldehyde groups can also be established from the periodate oxidation of dextran.[106](#advs465-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}

In one example, intracellular acidity‐sensitive dextran--DOX conjugates (Dex--O--DOX) were prepared by employing an oxime click reaction between the amino group in DOX and the terminal aldehyde group of dextran,[107](#advs465-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"} which afforded the pH‐triggered intercellular release of DOX via the breakdown of the Schiff‐base linkage. The in vitro and in vivo evaluation revealed that Dex--O--DOX increased antitumor activity and reduced toxicity compared with the reduction type Dex--*b*--DOX. Zhu et al. developed a lysosome‐targeted acidity‐responsive nanomicelles (Dex/Chol--PBA) through self‐assembling dextran and phenylboronic acid modified cholesterol.[108](#advs465-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} First, phenylboronic acid was coupled with cholesterol by adding *N*‐methylimidazole.[109](#advs465-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"} Then, Dex/Chol--PBA nanomicelles were prepared by dynamic self‐assembly between Dex and Chol--PBA via pH‐dependent phenylboronate linking. Through the in vivo/in vitro evaluation work, it was clearly confirmed that DOX‐loaded Dex/Chol--PBA nanomicelles exhibited an efficient cholesterol‐assisted cellular uptake, lysosome‐acidity induced drug liberation, and excellent safety profile.

Recently, Cao et al. combined two types of stimuli‐sensitive dextran conjugated prodrugs for combinatory cancer therapy.[110](#advs465-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"} They first prepared a dextran propargyl carbonate (dex---C≡C) by activating propargyl alcohol with the presence of carbonyl diimidazole.[111](#advs465-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"} Later, the activated compounds were coupled with a dextran backbone through the formation of hydrolyzable carbonate esters. Subsequently, the dex---C≡C was conjugated with azide‐functionalized redox‐sensitive (disulfide bond) camptothecin derivative (CPT---ss---N~3~) via Huisgen cycloaddition, which resulted in the formation of the prodrug Dex---ss---CPT. For another pH‐sensitive dextran--hydrazone--doxorubicin (Dex---hyd---DOX) prodrug, a similar synthetic approach was applied to couple the azide‐functionalized pH‐responsive (hydrazone bond) DOX derivative (DOX---hyd---N~3~) with dex---C≡C. The preclinical evaluation of the combinatory therapy using Dex---ss---CPT and Dex---hyd---DOX micelles demonstrated significant anticancer activity by passively targeting tumor microenvironment and optimizing the synergistic effect molar ratio of DOX and CPT. Another interesting case for the redox‐responsive DOX carrier for triggered drug release using the GSH reducible dextran--Pt(IV) conjugate was reported by He et al.[112](#advs465-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"} They first prepared a carboxyl group functionalized platinum(IV) complex,[113](#advs465-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"} and then they synthesized the amphiphilic dextran--Pt(IV) conjugate based on the esterification between the carboxyl group of the Pt(IV) complex and the hydroxyl group of dextran. The DOX was further encapsulated into the hydrophobic center of dextran--Pt(IV) conjugate through self‐assembly. In cancer cells with presence of reductants including GSH and ascorbate, Pt(IV) moieties were reduced to the active Pt(II) form and cleaved from dextran side chains to induce the disruption of the conjugate structure, leading to the rapid liberation of dual drugs.[112](#advs465-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}

2.5. Cyclodextrin (CD)‐Based CRS {#advs465-sec-0070}
--------------------------------

CDs are cyclic oligosaccharides constructed by 6 (α) or 7 (β) or 8 (γ) glucopyranose units through α‐1,4‐glycosidic linkages and possess a cage‐like structure with a hydrophobic interior cavity and a hydrophilic exterior surface (**Figure** [**6**](#advs465-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). They are synthetic compounds obtained from the enzymatic hydrolysis of starch by *Bacillus macerans*.[114](#advs465-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"} The extraordinary trapping ability leads to a host--guest interaction between hydrophobic guest species and the interior cavity of CDs, given the modified physicochemical properties of the guest molecules in biological milieu. Since they are generally safe, inexpensive, water soluble, and easily functionalized, CDs have been intensively explored for therapeutic delivery. However, due to the relatively small cavity size of CDs, only limited number of molecules can be encapsulated for drug delivery; thus, the CD‐conjugated amphiphilic nanoformulation in the form of host--guest complexes has been increasingly developed in recent years.[115](#advs465-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}, [116](#advs465-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"} In addition, supramolecular hydrogels that utilize the interactions between a CD host and guest polymers to form inclusion complexes have attracted considerable attention to the tissue engineering field.[117](#advs465-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}

![Schematic representations of molecular structure and geometric dimensions of α, β, and γ‐cyclodextrin.](ADVS-5-1700513-g006){#advs465-fig-0006}

On the basis of construction for CD‐based assemblies, there are several exciting possibilities to design host/drug complex systems for therapeutic delivery (**Figure** [**7**](#advs465-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}), including substrate--CD inclusion complexes (substrate/CD ratio: 1:1, 1:2, 2:1, and 2:2), amphiphilic CD conjugates, and CD‐based pseudo‐polyrotaxane (PPR). Recently, there is a great trend of employing synergistic interactions to constitute CD‐based self‐assemblies that result from the combination of various intermolecular forces, such as hydrophobic, electrostatic, covalent, and hydrogen binding.[118](#advs465-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}, [119](#advs465-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"} Besides, their formation and dissociation of CD‐based self‐assemblies are designed to be sensitive to biological milieu variations, for instance, pH value, temperature, redox, and enzyme.[116](#advs465-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}, [120](#advs465-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"} CDs are Food and Drug Administration approved cyclic macromolecules for application in food, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals. By taking full advantage of these features, CDs can be utilized as molecular valves to control the conformational change of the supramolecular system for the release of therapeutic payloads. In this regard, we will highlight recent advances in the chemical modification and bioapplication of CD‐based CRS.

![Schematic illustration of three types of CD‐based assemblies. A) Substrate--CD inclusion complexes. B) Amphiphilic CD conjugates. C) CD‐based pseudo‐polyrotaxane (PPR).](ADVS-5-1700513-g007){#advs465-fig-0007}

### 2.5.1. Substrate/CD Inclusion Complexes {#advs465-sec-0080}

Nobusawa et al. described a pH‐sensitive fullerene (C~60~)/6‐amino‐γ‐CD (ACD) inclusion complex for photodynamic therapy.[121](#advs465-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"} First, the protonatable primary amino moieties were grafted on the primary face of γ‐CDs through the reduction of intermediate azide modified γ‐CDs by employing triphenylphosphine (PPh~3~) in DMF.[122](#advs465-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"} Subsequently, each C~60~ was hydrophobically encapsulated in two γ‐CDs under neutral pH conditions. The in vitro evaluation of photodynamic therapy for HeLa cells demonstrated that the protonation of the amine groups of C~60~/ACDs at slightly acidic conditions led to the electrostatic repulsion of the wide rim, followed by the shrinkage of narrow rim, thus triggering the release and aggregation of C~60~ surrounded by protonated ACDs.[121](#advs465-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}

Besides drug inclusion, CDs were also utilized as a key component for preparing stimuli‐induced supramolecular vesicles. Recently, Nayak and Gopidas designed and synthesized unusual supramolecular vesicles through the spontaneous self‐assembly of β‐CD/adamantane (AD)‐based bis‐inclusion complex (β‐CD∈AD--AD∋β‐CD).[123](#advs465-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"} Regarding the β‐CD∈AD--AD∋β‐CD system, the AD--AD molecule behaved as the amphiphilic bridge, which consisted of an ethylenedipyridine core and two adamantane moieties on both ends. The hydrophilicity is attributed to positively charged pyridinium residue, and adamantane moieties acted as hydrophobic head. In contrast, two β‐CDs served as the hydrophilic cap that accommodates the adamantane ends to form the bis‐inclusion complex. The AD--AD molecule was synthesized by the alkylation of amine at ethylenedipyridine with adamantyloxy ethyl bromide.[123](#advs465-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"} DOX loaded β‐CD/AD vesicles showed potential application for controlled release of drug by addition of a competitive inclusion binder such as adamantane carboxylate that simultaneously disrupted the vesicles. Similarly, Ma et al. developed a simple supramolecular self‐assembled binary vesicle based on tyrosine/β‐CD inclusion complexes.[124](#advs465-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"} Since the primary rim of the β‐CD molecule has a stronger hydrophilic properties than the carboxyl group of tyrosine exposed at the exterior part of secondary rim of β‐CD, the tyrosine/β‐CD amphiphiles self‐assembled into binary vesicles that were driven by hydrophobic--hydrophobic interaction.[124](#advs465-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"} The vesicles can respond to multiple exogenous stimuli, by disrupting the conformation of the vesicles via competitive guest molecules (1‐hydroxyadmantane) and copper ions. The 1‐hydroxyadmantane entered the cavity of β‐CD to replace tyrosine, or the copper ions coordinated with tyrosine molecules to form stable metal--organic complexes.[124](#advs465-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}

### 2.5.2. Multifunctional Amphiphilic CD Conjugates {#advs465-sec-0090}

One of the prominent strategies in designing CD‐based therapeutic delivery systems is multifunctional conjugates that integrate stealth effects, active targeting, stimuli‐response, and imaging monitoring to provide greater therapeutic improvement. For example, the most remarkable CD‐based conjugate formulations for gene delivery is β‐cyclodextrin--polyethylene glycol copolymer (β‐CDP) polyplexes and its derivatives, which were developed by Davis and co‐workers. In their early study, pDNA encapsulated PEGylated β‐CDP polyplexes were designed and prepared through electrostatic interaction between positively charged β‐CDP polyplexes and negatively charged pDNA under physiological conditions[125](#advs465-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"} The β‐CDP was synthesized via the cross‐linking reaction of dimethyl suberimidate and amine‐functionalized β‐CD. Adamantane--PEG (AD--PEG) conjugates were self‐assembled with polyplexes to form Ada--PEG/β‐CDP inclusion complexes for prolonged circulation. In another study, they modified the AD--pep--PEG with galactose to obtain the active targeting ligand AD--pep--PEG--gal, which was decorated on pDNA loaded PEGylated β‐CDP polyplexes for selective binding to hepatocytes through overexpressed asialoglycoprotein receptors.[126](#advs465-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"} In 2007, they reported similar CDP polyplexes by replacing galactose with transferrin (AD--PEG--transferrin) for targeted delivery of siRNA to transferrin‐receptor‐upregulated HeLa cells[127](#advs465-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"} as well as to metastatic Ewing\'s sarcoma in a mouse model.[128](#advs465-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"} They further evaluated the safety profile with escalating intravenous doses of siRNA containing AD--PEG--transferrin polyplexes in nonhuman primates.[129](#advs465-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"} Ultimately, it entered a clinical trial (under the name CALAA‐01) for RNA interference (RNAi) in human tumors.[130](#advs465-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}, [131](#advs465-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}

Another prominent example of CDP nanoparticles is CRLX101, which was designed to address the poor drug solubility, insufficient chemical stability in physiological environments, and off‐target toxicity of CPT.[132](#advs465-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"} CPT is a topoisomerase I inhibitor with remarkable anticancer activity, which was interventionally linked to the repeating units of CD and PEG blocks via a glycine linker. Such arrangement could lead to the self‐assembly of the copolymer into 20--60 nm sized particles due to the host/drug interactions between adjacent CDP strands.[133](#advs465-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"} The resulting CRLX101 possessed neutral surface charge and with PEG blocks exposed to the outer layer. In addition, the CPT can be activated at target sites through the cleavage of the glycine linker that was medicated by both the base‐catalyzed and enzymatic hydrolysis of the ester group.[132](#advs465-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"} Both preclinical and clinical studies demonstrated improved solubility and an extended circulation time as well as reduced toxicity of CPT; these studies also exhibited enhanced therapeutic efficacy of CPT.[132](#advs465-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}, [133](#advs465-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"}, [134](#advs465-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"}, [135](#advs465-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"}

Namgung et al. described self‐assembled polyplexes that were prepared by a multivalent inclusion complexation between a polymer--β‐CD conjugate (pCD) and a polymer--paclitaxel (pPTX) with active targeting and controlled release of PTX via in vivo enzyme‐degradation and the hydrolysis of ester linkages.[136](#advs465-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"} First, the β‐CD was grafted on poly(isobutylenealt‐MAnh) through esterification of maleic anhydride units with a single‐selectively deprotected hydroxyl group of β‐CDs. Second, the 2′‐hydroxyl group of PTX was preferentially reacted with anhydride groups of the poly(methyl vinyl ether‐alt‐MAnh) to form pPTX.[136](#advs465-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"} Next, the FCR‐675 fluorescent dye and targeting ligand, AP‐1 peptide were conjugated to pPTX by an amine--anhydride reaction and a PDA linkage, respectively.[136](#advs465-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"} The FCR‐675/AP‐1 grafted pPTX was then self‐assembled with pCD through a multivalent inclusion complexation, and the resulting polyplexes were found to have higher stability and solubility than that of the monovalent PTX‐β‐CDs. They also exhibited the stimuli‐responsive PTX release and potential tumor targeting through passive and active targeting mechanisms.

Wajs et al. have recently reported stable redox or light responsive hollow nanocapsules based on ferrocene/β‐CD or azobenzene/α‐CD‐decorated dextran polymers.[137](#advs465-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"} Both kinds of nanocapsules were prepared through layer‐by‐layer self‐assembly of host/guest polymers that deposited on the surface of Au colloid templates. The Au nanoparticles were initially coated by thiolated β‐CD or α‐CD dextran polymers (host), followed by the deposition of ferrocene or azobenzene functionalized dextran polymers (guest) on the outer layer via host/guest interaction. Finally, they removed the oxidative core to obtain the hollow nanocapsules.[137](#advs465-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"} In this report, the authors demonstrated that Rhodamine B can be encapsulated and released via a reversible one‐electron redox process (ferrocene‐based nanocapsules) and UV‐light irradiation (azobenzene‐based nanocapsules) by the altering wall permeability of the inclusion complex.[137](#advs465-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"}

### 2.5.3. CD‐Based PPR {#advs465-sec-0100}

CD‐based PPRs are noncovalently interlocked supermolecular architectures that are comprised of linear polymer components (guests) and encircled by CD components (hosts), and they are advancing rapidly in the area of stimuli‐responsive materials due to their unique features.[138](#advs465-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"} Using similar mechanisms, Dandekar et al. developed a cationic α‐/β‐CD‐based polyrotaxane, which can condense nucleic acids into nanoplexes for in vitro gene delivery.[139](#advs465-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"} The CD polyrotaxane was obtained by subsequent incubation of amine functionalized β‐CD and α‐CD with ionene‐6,10 polymer, as the CD rings were threaded over the polymer chain with temperature activated noncovalent interactions.[139](#advs465-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}, [140](#advs465-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"} The nanoplexes were then formulated with pDNA and siRNA via electrostatic interaction. The cellular investigations demonstrated that their nanoplexes could successfully overcome the endosome degradation with low cytotoxicity for intracellular gene delivery.

In one study, we developed self‐healing, thermoresponsive host--guest inclusion complexes (i.e., Pluronic F108 incorporated alginate‐*graft*‐β‐cyclodextrin) for cell transplantation and drug delivery.[71](#advs465-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} To synthesize alginate‐*graft*‐β‐cyclodextrin, p‐toluenesulfonyl (TosCl) chloride was first reacted with β‐CD to yield β‐CD--TosCl. Then 1,6‐hexanediamine (HDA) and ethylenediamine (EDA) were reacted with β‐CD--TosCl to obtain β‐CD--HDA and β‐CD--EDA, followed by amide bond formation with alginate via carbodiimide chemistry. Finally, the resulting product alginate‐*graft*‐β‐CD was self‐assembled with the difunctional guest molecule Pluronic F108 through a host/guest interaction. This because the hydrophobic moieties of Pluronic F108 is held within the cavity of β‐CD. Based on these unique intermolecular interactions, such supramolecular inclusion complex exhibits shear‐thinning properties and affords excellent thermal‐responsive behavior to the injectable hydrogel. Such shear‐thinning hydrogel flows similar to low‐viscosity fluids under shear stress during injection. However, as soon as the fluid comes out the needle, hydrogel recovers by itself without additional trigger factors, such as UV light. Shear‐thinning hydrogels have been extensity studied in various disease model and even 3D printing polysaccharides.[26](#advs465-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [141](#advs465-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"}

Recently, Badwaik et al. reported three cholesterol terminated Pluronic (F‐127, L‐35, and L‐81) cationic polyrotaxanes (PR^+^) threaded with *N*,*N*‐dimethylaminoethylamine (DMEDA)‐functionalized 2‐hydroxypropyl (HP)--β‐CD for siRNA delivery.[142](#advs465-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"} DMEDA was conjugated to HP--β‐CD via a carbonyldiimidazole‐mediated coupling reaction.[143](#advs465-bib-0143){ref-type="ref"}, [144](#advs465-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"} The HP--β‐CD units were first threaded onto the Pluronic copolymer backbone, followed by introducing tris(2‐aminoethyl)amine at both ends, and finally end‐capping the branched diamine termini with cholesteryl chloroformate.[142](#advs465-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}, [143](#advs465-bib-0143){ref-type="ref"} The resulting PR^+^:siRNA formulation was obtained through electrostatic interactions between the PR^+^ and siRNA payload, which exhibited higher performance than Lipofectamine 2000, while maintaining low cytotoxicity and high in vitro stability.[143](#advs465-bib-0143){ref-type="ref"}

Tamura et al. developed a novel acid‐responsive β‐CD‐based polyrotaxanes for the treatment of Niemann--Pick type C (NPC) disease.[145](#advs465-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"} NPC disease is a rare inherited lysosomal storage disorder with mutations in NPC1 and NPC2 genes.[146](#advs465-bib-0146){ref-type="ref"} The key feature of the disease mechanism is the accumulation of cholesterol within lysosomes, and it has been found that intracellular cholesterol can be effectively dissolved away through inclusion complexation with HP--β‐CD. However, excessive HP--β‐CD can induce various acute toxicities in animal models;[147](#advs465-bib-0147){ref-type="ref"} thus, to overcome the toxic issue, they designed and synthesized a pH‐sensitive polyrotaxanes system comprised of three different components: Pluronic P123 polymer, threading 2‐(2‐hydroxyethoxy)ethyl (HEE)‐functionalized β‐CDs and terminal *N*‐triphenylmethyl (N‐Trt) blocks.[145](#advs465-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"} The in vitro evaluations demonstrated that the acid‐responsive β‐CD‐based polyrotaxanes can be internalized into cells through endocytosis and spontaneously dissociated the HEE--β‐CDs under acid environments.[145](#advs465-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"}, [148](#advs465-bib-0148){ref-type="ref"} When polyrotaxane occupies the β‐CD cavity by the polyrotaxane structure, it will not only mask the cytotoxicity by preventing the extraction of cholesterol in membranes, but also provide improved therapeutic efficacy by three orders of magnitude over HP--β‐CD.[145](#advs465-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"}

3. Preparation Approaches {#advs465-sec-0110}
=========================

The advanced understanding of material chemistry and engineering techniques facilitates multiple strategies to fabricate polysaccharide‐based DDSs. In this section, we discuss the chemistry basics associated with different cross‐linking forces within polysaccharide systems and the engineering techniques used to fabricate polysaccharide‐based DDSs.

3.1. Intra‐ and Intermolecular Forces in Polysaccharide Systems {#advs465-sec-0120}
---------------------------------------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Covalent Cross‐Linking {#advs465-sec-0130}

To maintain the network of polysaccharide NPs that avoid dissolution of the hydrophilic polymer chains/segments into the aqueous phase, chemical cross‐linking is usually performed while maintaining the biodegradability of the materials (**Figure** [**8**](#advs465-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}A). In chemically cross‐linked NPs and gels, covalent bonds are established between functional groups of polymeric chains or are mediated by covalent cross‐linking molecules with at least two active moieties.[9](#advs465-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} The chemical linkages in the matrix structure are usually designed either to be biodegradable or stimuli‐responsive under specific endogenous and exogenous conditions.[20](#advs465-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#advs465-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [149](#advs465-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"} Although the covalent cross‐linkages are the major driving force, other noncovalent forces (e.g., hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions) could also be involved, depending on the types of polysaccharides and chemical modifications employed. In general, labile bonds including peptide bonds (carbodiimide‐mediated reactions), ester bonds (anhydride‐mediated esterification), and disulfide bonds (oxidation of the thiol groups) commonly facilitate the intramolecular cross‐linking of the polysaccharide network.[21](#advs465-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [150](#advs465-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"} In the previous paragraph, we discussed the methacylation reaction and its function in photocross‐linking reactions, which is an interesting example of covalent bonds being applied to design polysaccharide NPs.

![Schematic illustration of different intra‐ and intermolecular forces in polysaccharide systems. A) Covalent cross‐linking. B) Metal--polymer coordination. C) Electrostatic interactions. D) Hydrophobic interactions.](ADVS-5-1700513-g008){#advs465-fig-0008}

### 3.1.2. Metal--Polymer Coordination {#advs465-sec-0140}

In contrast to covalent cross‐linking, metal--polymer coordination forms stronger bridges between polysaccharide chains through coordinate--covalent bonds (chelation) between metal cations (e.g., calcium, copper, iron, zinc) and negatively charged ligand moieties of polysaccharides (Figure [8](#advs465-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}B).[9](#advs465-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [151](#advs465-bib-0151){ref-type="ref"} This intramolecular force enables the reversible and facile formation of metal--polysaccharide nanocomposites,[152](#advs465-bib-0152){ref-type="ref"} such as hydrogels with variable physicochemical properties that depend upon the size and the valence of anionic metals, as well as degree of chemical modification and concentration of the polysaccharide.[152](#advs465-bib-0152){ref-type="ref"}, [153](#advs465-bib-0153){ref-type="ref"}, [154](#advs465-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"} In addition, metal--polymer coordinates are generally pH sensitive, which is favorable for controlled drug release, although this may also cause instability of the cross‐linked network.[65](#advs465-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} To date, alginate is a well‐known example of polysaccharide that can be cross‐linked by metal--coordinate interactions by exchanging sodium ions from the guluronic units with divalent cations, mainly the Ca^2+^ ions.[155](#advs465-bib-0155){ref-type="ref"} These calcium ions are coordinated to the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of four α‐[l]{.smallcaps}‐guluronic acid units from two adjacent chains of the alginates,[156](#advs465-bib-0156){ref-type="ref"} and as a result, the hydrogel network with a so‐called "egg‐box" structure is formed.[157](#advs465-bib-0157){ref-type="ref"} The alginate gel beads can be prepared at room temperature and physiological pH; thus, they are widely used for the immobilization of living cells and the controlled release of a variety of proteins.[158](#advs465-bib-0158){ref-type="ref"}

### 3.1.3. Electrostatic Interactions {#advs465-sec-0150}

In addition to anionic polysaccharide being coordinately cross‐linked with metallic ions, polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) can also be obtained by electrostatic interactions between oppositely charged polysaccharide and polyelectrolytes in solution (Figure [8](#advs465-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}C)[154](#advs465-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"}, [159](#advs465-bib-0159){ref-type="ref"} PECs provide a reversible and noncovalent physical linkage without using any reactive agents and catalysts for the immobilization of therapeutic payloads. PECs are any positively or negatively charged macromolecules like nucleic acids (e.g., pDNA, siRNA), proteins (e.g., albumin, collagen, gelatin), polysaccharides (e.g., chitosan, hyaluronic acid, alginate), and synthetic polycation and polyanion polymers (e.g., polyethylenimine, polyacrylic acid).[153](#advs465-bib-0153){ref-type="ref"}, [160](#advs465-bib-0160){ref-type="ref"} The complexation, stability, and physical properties (e.g., permeability, swelling) of PECs are determined by several factors, including the intrinsic properties of PECs (e.g., ionic strength, charge density, molecular weight, flexibility) and physicochemical environment (e.g., temperature and pH of the solution, type of solvent, degree of interaction between PECs and polysaccharides) as well as the order and duration of mixing PECs.[21](#advs465-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [149](#advs465-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"}, [152](#advs465-bib-0152){ref-type="ref"}, [160](#advs465-bib-0160){ref-type="ref"}, [161](#advs465-bib-0161){ref-type="ref"} Among the existing polysaccharides, chitosan is the most commonly applied cationic polysaccharide to form PECs due to its biocompatible and water‐soluble features,[20](#advs465-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [149](#advs465-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"} whereas hyaluronic acid,[162](#advs465-bib-0162){ref-type="ref"} dextran sulfate,[163](#advs465-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"} alginate,[164](#advs465-bib-0164){ref-type="ref"} nucleic acids,[165](#advs465-bib-0165){ref-type="ref"} and some aspartic acid and glutamic acid‐rich peptides/proteins are used as anionic polyelectrolytes.[166](#advs465-bib-0166){ref-type="ref"}, [167](#advs465-bib-0167){ref-type="ref"} In addition, anionic polysaccharides can also form PECs with positively charged peptides/proteins, such as polylysine, which is a positively charged peptide that electrostatically combines with alginate to form PEC nanoparticles.[166](#advs465-bib-0166){ref-type="ref"}

### 3.1.4. Hydrophobic Interactions {#advs465-sec-0160}

Upon introducing hydrophobic segments onto the hydrophilic polysaccharide chains, amphiphilic copolymers are produced. These copolymers tend to self‐assemble into stable conformations to minimize the free energy by spontaneous formation of hydrogen bonding between the hydrophilic backbone of the polysaccharide and water molecules. Hydrophobic blocks undergo self‐association to form a hydrophobic domain due to the unfavorable interaction with water (Figure [8](#advs465-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}A).[168](#advs465-bib-0168){ref-type="ref"} The amino, carboxyl, and hydroxyl groups present on polysaccharide backbone are the most utilized functional pendant groups to conjugate a wide range of hydrophobic segments, such as cholesterols, fatty acids, bile acids, polyesters, pluronic polymers, poly(alkyl cyanoacrylate), and hydrophobic drugs.[20](#advs465-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#advs465-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Various self‐aggregates that are based on hydrophobized polysaccharides (e.g., hydrogel nanoparticles, micelles, polymersomes, oil in water (O/W) emulsions) can be formed for the controlled delivery of hydrophobic compounds via stimuli responses, such as pH, temperature, and enzyme‐degradation.[168](#advs465-bib-0168){ref-type="ref"}, [169](#advs465-bib-0169){ref-type="ref"} For clinical translation of controlled drug delivery formulations, a number of parameters including size, solubility, loading capacity, surface charge, physiological stability, and drug release kinetics need to considered, which can be achieved by adjusting the functional group, molecular weight, and concentrations of the hydrophobic block and polysaccharides.[154](#advs465-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"}, [170](#advs465-bib-0170){ref-type="ref"} Among those amphiphilic copolymers, amphiphilic CDs have gained significance in pharmaceutical formulations to encapsulate hydrophobic drug molecules through their hydrophobic cavity. Recent progress in the development of CD‐based complexation system has inspired the way of supramolecular self‐assembly for drug delivery, and examples have been discussed in the previous section of this review.

3.2. Fabrication Methods and Techniques {#advs465-sec-0170}
---------------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Emulsification Method {#advs465-sec-0180}

Emulsification is one of the most evolved methods for the preparation of polymeric nanoparticles for research and pharmacotherapy applications. The success of emulsion comes from several attributes, such as optical clarity, ease of preparation, thermodynamic stability, and increased surface area. Phase behavior studies have shown that the size of the droplets is determined by the surfactant phase structure (bicontinuous microemulsion or lamellar) at the inversion point that is induced by either material composition or temperature. The preparation of an emulsified system is generated by mixing two or more immiscible liquids and using mechanical processes, such as stirring or ultrasonication. Generally, depending on the type of liquid that is used for the dispersed and continuous phase, O/W or water in oil (W/O) emulsions can be formed, and multiple emulsions (e.g., W/O/W and O/W/O) can also be achieved to enhance the efficacy of formation of emulsion droplets and to encapsulate drugs with different solubility in different phases. According to the size of the droplets, the emulsions are classified into three main types: a microemulsion is primarily referred to as a thermodynamically stable droplet with size ranging from 10 to 100 nm; a nanoemulsion is characterized by a thermodynamically unstable but kinetically stable feature with droplet sizes mostly between 20 and 500 nm; and a macroemulsion represents a classical emulsion system that often exhibits thermodynamically unstable and weakly kinetically stable behavior with droplet size greater than 1 µm.[171](#advs465-bib-0171){ref-type="ref"}

Since polysaccharides are usually water soluble, W/O is mostly applicable for the fabrication of polysaccharide‐based nanoparticles. The emulsion‐cross‐linking method was initially applied to the preparation of chitosan nanoparticles for 5‐fluorouracil delivery. In this process, a chitosan aqueous solution was emulsified in toluene, followed by cross‐linking with glutaraldehyde to harden the droplets.[172](#advs465-bib-0172){ref-type="ref"} The principle of cross‐linking was based on a Schiff‐base reaction between the aldehydic group of the glutaraldehyde and the primary amines of chitosan,[173](#advs465-bib-0173){ref-type="ref"} which formed the inter‐ and intramolecular covalent network to firm up the structure of the chitosan particle. However, there are concerns over the toxicity of the glutaraldehyde used, which compromised the biocompatibility of chitosan‐based emulsions. Therefore, efforts had been made to ameliorate the cross‐linking method. One solution is to replace the glutaraldehyde with biocompatible cross‐linking agents such as glyceraldehyde and genipin.[174](#advs465-bib-0174){ref-type="ref"}, [175](#advs465-bib-0175){ref-type="ref"} Recently, Song et al. prepared PEG‐modified ultrasmall chitosan nanoparticles as indocyanine green (ICG) carriers with the average size around 5 nm for tumor photothermal therapy in vivo.[175](#advs465-bib-0175){ref-type="ref"} An aqueous dispersion of chitosan was added into the microemulsion system consisting of cyclohexane, 1‐octanol, and Triton X‐100, and the mixture was stabilized using ultrasound. The microemulsions were hardened by genipin cross‐linking.[175](#advs465-bib-0175){ref-type="ref"} PEG‐modified chitosan--genipin nanoparticles were prepared via the conjugation of succinimidyl carboxymethyl ester (SCM--PEG) on the surface of the nanoparticles, and ICG molecules were subsequently loaded into the nanoparticles using electrostatic interactions.[175](#advs465-bib-0175){ref-type="ref"} When irradiated with a NIR laser, cells incubated with CG--PEG--ICG nanoparticles showed cell viability around 15%. The in vivo bioavailability and efficacy of the photothermal therapy effect on the treatment of U87 xenograft tumors by intravenous and intramuscular injection was evaluated, respectively, and the results demonstrated that CG--PEG--ICG nanoparticles exhibited prolonged retention time of ICG in the mice body as well as low toxicity with effective tumor phototherapy (tumor injected with CG--PEG--ICG nanoparticles containing ICG more than 100 µg mL^−1^ (100 µL)).[175](#advs465-bib-0175){ref-type="ref"}

In addition to covalent approaches, the emulsion‐ionic cross‐linking interaction has also been applied to prepare chitosan microspheres. For instance, Zou et al. reported that sodium TPP, a biocompatible polyanion, was introduced to prepare cross‐linking chitosan microparticles (5--10 µm) for pH‐responsive release of bovine serum albumin (BSA).[176](#advs465-bib-0176){ref-type="ref"} The controlled release of BSA was mediated by diffusion via the swelling behavior of chitosan microspheres, which exhibited a higher swelling ratio and was more promising than glutaraldehyde cross‐linked microspheres.[176](#advs465-bib-0176){ref-type="ref"} Machado et al. described the preparation of W/O type nanoemulsions of aqueous alginate solutions through the phase inversion temperature emulsification method.[177](#advs465-bib-0177){ref-type="ref"} In this experiment, they employed nonionic ethylene oxide oligomers (C~12~E~4~) as a temperature dependent surfactant, which exhibits increased hydrophobicity with rising temperatures. The structure of emulsions could change from O/W to W/O via temperature control. Ionic cross‐linking of the alginate was performed by introducing aqueous CaCl~2~ to the emulsions under stirring, and prepared nanoparticles were collected through addition of excess oil. This method allows the preparation of finely dispersed calcium alginate nanoparticles in the sub‐200 nm range without a large input of mechanical process.[177](#advs465-bib-0177){ref-type="ref"} Recently, we have reported utilizing 5% Span 80 in mineral oil as the oil phase with addition of tween 80 as the surfactant and 1% alginate solution to form alginate microparticles cross‐linked by CaCl~2~. The reaction was easily performed on bench top at room temperature, simplifying the previously stated method, but achieving evenly distributed nanoparticles (**Figure** [**9**](#advs465-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the normal alginate solution, we also used a PEGylated alginate for multifunctional microparticles with a similar method. The polymer (alginate or PEGylated alginate)/drug solution was slowly added to biological‐grade mineral oil containing surfactants. CaCl~2~ was added to the system while stirring to cross‐link alginate to from stable microparticles. After the reaction, the particles were washed several times to remove the mineral oil. The obtained particles were spherical in shape with an average diameter of 1--5 µm and can be lyophilized and stored for long‐term application.[22](#advs465-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

![Schematic representation of fabrication of micropsheres via water/oil emulsion. Reproduced with permission.[22](#advs465-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Copyright 2014, Elsevier.](ADVS-5-1700513-g009){#advs465-fig-0009}

### 3.2.2. Desolvation (Coacervation or Precipitation) Method {#advs465-sec-0190}

The desolvation method is a facile synthetic approach that often involves coacervating or precipitating a polysaccharide matrix in an aqueous solution and forming polymeric micro‐/nanoparticles by addition of desolvating agents, such as salts or alcohols. This process is induced by the competitive binding of desolvating agents to water molecules in a previously formed polysaccharide solution. The surrounding water molecules are consequently dissociated from the polysaccharide micro‐/nanoparticles due to the higher affinity between water and the desolvating agents.[178](#advs465-bib-0178){ref-type="ref"}, [179](#advs465-bib-0179){ref-type="ref"} A cross‐linking agent is commonly used for further stabilization and adapted for the controlled release of the therapeutic payload.

One significant benefit of the desolvation approach is that usually no heated reaction condition is required, as some encapsulated drug molecules or bioactive agents are thermodynamically unstable.[180](#advs465-bib-0180){ref-type="ref"} However, the stabilization of the resulting micro‐/nanoparticles should be carefully controlled, since the cross‐linking reaction can lead to high polydispersity.[181](#advs465-bib-0181){ref-type="ref"} The utilization of cross‐linking agents (PEG--dialdehyde) for stabilization of the particle carrier was initially reported by Berthold et al. in 1996.[182](#advs465-bib-0182){ref-type="ref"} Since then, such procedure is widely used in preparation of polysaccharide‐based drug carriers, especially the chitosan micro‐/nanoparticles. For example, Mao et al. developed chitosan‐based nanocarriers (ranging from 100 to 250 nm) for in vitro and in vivo gene delivery.[183](#advs465-bib-0183){ref-type="ref"} In this approach, the chitosan--DNA complex was formed via electrostatic interaction, and sodium sulfate was facilitated as a desolvating reagent to separate nanoparticles from the solution. Glutaraldehyde was introduced for stabilizing the chitosan--DNA nanoparticles without damage of DNA.[183](#advs465-bib-0183){ref-type="ref"} The resulting nanoparticles were further conjugated by PEG and transferrin to reduce the aggregation and enhance the transfection efficiency, respectively. Agnihotri and Aminabhavi synthesized timolol maleate‐encapsulated chitosan nanoparticles for ophthalmic delivery.[184](#advs465-bib-0184){ref-type="ref"} The chitosan nanoparticles were formed via desolvation with the dropwise addition of acetone in the aqueous acetic acid solution containing the mixture of chitosan and timolol maleate, followed by cross‐linking with glutaraldehyde.[184](#advs465-bib-0184){ref-type="ref"} The resulting nanoparticles had sizes ranging from 118 to 203 nm, and the drug release rate was dependent on the level of cross‐linking and the molecular weight of chitosan. Al‐Ghananeem et al. prepared hyaluronan nanoparticles for intratumoral delivery of paclitaxel.[185](#advs465-bib-0185){ref-type="ref"} Nanoparticles were obtained from the desolvation of HA in a Tween 20 aqueous solution using sodium sulfate as desolvating agents and cross‐linked with glutaraldehyde after paclitaxel loaded into HA coacervates. Although the desolvation method simplified the purification process, the introduction of toxic glutaraldehyde would potentially impede the in vivo application if the purification of the product did not meet regulatory requirements. Moreover, the experimental optimization is always required, since various parameters such as initial molecular weight and concentration of polysaccharide, amount of desolvating agent, agitation speed, as well as molar ratio of polysaccharide/therapeutic payload can greatly influence the resulting characteristics of the nanoparticles.

### 3.2.3. Polyelectrolyte Complexation and Ionotropic Gelation {#advs465-sec-0200}

The use of electrostatic interactions and metal--polymer coordination between polysaccharides and counterions or polyelectrolytes has drawn considerable attention. This facile and mild approach offers several unique advantages, including a nontoxic process, reversible cross‐linking, an organic solvent‐free process, and easy scaling. The materials applied in the fabrication of polyelectrolyte nanocomplexes can be divided into two main categories: (1) Small counterions or molecules, such as divalent chloride salts (e.g., CaCl~2~, MgCl~2~, CuCl~2~), pyrophosphate, citrate, sulfate; and (2) Oppositely charged macromolecules, including polyphosphates, polylysine, alkyl sulfates, polyglutamic acid, and polysaccharides.

One of the classic early studies of polyelectrolyte complexation was reported by Calvo et al.[186](#advs465-bib-0186){ref-type="ref"} In this method, various amounts of chitosan and BSA were dissolved in aqueous solutions that contained acetic acid. Then, sodium TPP in water was subsequently mixed with chitosan solution under agitation, spontaneously producing chitosan nanoparticles. The TPP/chitosan mole ratio, stirring rate, and the degree of deacetylation of chitosan can crucially influence the particle size and surface charge. In addition, the nanoparticle size can also be affected by the molecular weight of oppositely charged cross‐linking agents, that is, employing small counterions or molecules results in smaller particle sizes than using oppositely charged macromolecules.[178](#advs465-bib-0178){ref-type="ref"} Recently, polyion nanocomplexes based on the layer‐by‐layer deposition of sodium alginate and chitosan has been applied for improving the lipid membrane stability of nanoliposomes in the gastrointestinal tract.[187](#advs465-bib-0187){ref-type="ref"} This study used different concentrations of chitosan and sodium alginate in aqueous solutions with pH adjusted to 5.5. The first layer was formed by addition of negatively charged nanoliposomes into chitosan solution under constant stirring for 1 h, followed by adding chitosan coated nanoliposomes into sodium alginate solution via same procedure, and resulting in the formation of alginate--chitosan coated nanoliposomes. Interactions between the ternary polysaccharide systems have been applied to develop injectable nanonetworks for controlled insulin delivery. For example, Gu et al. developed a glucose‐responsive nanoparticle‐based polymeric network[188](#advs465-bib-0188){ref-type="ref"} that was composed of four components, including an acid‐degradable acetal‐incorporated m‐dextran, chitosan‐ and alginate‐based surface coatings, and bioactive encapsulations (i.e., glucose oxidase, GOx; catalase, CAT; and human recombinant insulin). The preparation of the nanoparticle‐based nanonetwork started by the formation of m‐dextran nanoparticles via a double emulsion (water‐in‐oil‐in‐water)‐based solvent evaporation/extraction method.[188](#advs465-bib-0188){ref-type="ref"} A certain amount of m‐dextran in dichloromethane (DCM) was emulsified with an aqueous mixture of insulin, GOx, and CAT in specific ratios by sonication. The obtained primary emulsion was added into the chitosan and alginate aqueous solution with sustained sonication separately. The double emulsion was then transferred into chitosan and alginate aqueous solution and eliminated the DCM through agitation, followed by centrifugation. The nanonetwork was then prepared through polyelectrolyte complexation by mixing the aqueous solution of chitosan‐ and alginate‐coated nanoparticles together under constant stirring and was collected by centrifugation.[188](#advs465-bib-0188){ref-type="ref"}

In the ionotropic gelation technique, polysaccharide‐based polyelectrolytes can be used, such as the widely investigated alginate and chitosan, which can chelate with counterions to induce the gelation and form a particulate or meshwork structure. Alginate is one of the most well‐known examples and has been extensively reported. In the case of the formation of calcium alginate hydrogels, three general approaches can be used. One is the diffusion or external gelation method, where alginate solution is added dropwise into a bath of calcium chloride solution. The hydrogel matrix is formed through the diffusion of the calcium cations from the external continuous phase into the interior structure of alginate droplets.[40](#advs465-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#advs465-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [189](#advs465-bib-0189){ref-type="ref"}, [190](#advs465-bib-0190){ref-type="ref"} The second method is the in situ gelation or so‐called internal gelation. In this approach, the insoluble calcium source (e.g., calcium salt) is mixed with an alginate solution, and the release of the calcium ions is triggered by altering the pH of the system or by increasing the solubility of calcium source, which subsequently leads to the formation of the Ca--alginate gel.[65](#advs465-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} The third method is the hot‐made preparation through the controlled cooling from high‐temperature hydration of a medium that consists of alginate, salt, and a sequestrant.[191](#advs465-bib-0191){ref-type="ref"}

Comparing these methods, the diffusion method is a rapid and high yield gelation process that produces an inhomogeneous Ca--alginate gel, in which the concentration of Ca--alginate gelation is dependent on the thickness of the gel.[192](#advs465-bib-0192){ref-type="ref"} While in situ gelation provides a homogeneous ionotropic gel with a uniform distribution of calcium ions,[193](#advs465-bib-0193){ref-type="ref"} the hot‐made preparation of the Ca--alginate gel is plainly limited to the incompatible use of heat‐labile substances. Alginate ionotropic gels prepared by different methods can exhibit distinct properties (e.g., stiffness, strength, permeability, pore size). Externally cross‐linked alginate matrix usually possesses greater matrix strength than internally alginate cross‐linked matrix, despite matrix strength can be balanced between two types of alginate matrix by adjusting the amount of cross‐linker used. Matrix flexibility can also be altered by controlling the amount and size of CaCO~3~ used in internal gelation method, but little impact on the strength of matrix. Both approaches are potentially applicable as a coating or delivery system.[189](#advs465-bib-0189){ref-type="ref"} High molecular weights of alginate and the presence of nongelling ions can improve the uniformity of the Ca--alginate gel created with the diffusion method.[193](#advs465-bib-0193){ref-type="ref"}

### 3.2.4. Self‐Assembly Method {#advs465-sec-0210}

Self‐assembly is a method that involves the self‐ruling organization of polysaccharide compounds into nanostructures without human interference. The joint use of self‐assembly and other methods is commonly applied for the preparation of novel supramolecular assemblies in drug delivery applications. CDs are the most widely used cyclic oligosaccharides in the drug delivery field to enhance the solubility, stability, and bioavailability of drugs. As previously mentioned, there are mainly three types of inclusion‐complex formations between substrate (drug) and CD (host), and several techniques have been used to prepare CD‐based inclusion complexes, such as the coprecipitation technique, the kneading technique, the neutralization precipitation technique, the coevaporation technique, and the microwave irradiation technique.[119](#advs465-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}, [194](#advs465-bib-0194){ref-type="ref"} In the coprecipitation technique, CD is initially dissolved in an aqueous solution, and the substrate is introduced when stirring the CD solution. The solubility of CD can be increased up to 20% with elevated temperature if the substrate molecule is thermally unstable at higher temperatures. The precipitate of inclusion complexes is formed during the continuous cooling and agitation, which is then collected by centrifugation or filtration, and may be washed with a water‐miscible solvent.[195](#advs465-bib-0195){ref-type="ref"} However, this technique is limited in its scaling‐up production ability due to the large amount of water that is required for poor solubility of CDs, as well as the massive amount of energy used for heating and cooling. Besides, some organic additives can influence the complexation efficiency of the substrate (drugs),[194](#advs465-bib-0194){ref-type="ref"}, [195](#advs465-bib-0195){ref-type="ref"} which is needed to take into account a particular case. The kneading technique is one of the widely used methods for inclusion complexation.[119](#advs465-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"} In the course of its preparation, the CD is mixed with a specific amount of water or hydroalcoholic solutions to form a paste. The substrate is subsequently added to the paste and homogenized for a certain amount of time, which is then dried by vacuum desiccators.[194](#advs465-bib-0194){ref-type="ref"} The kneading method was successfully utilized for encapsulation of various drugs in both small‐ and large‐scale production, including azomethine, sulfamethoxazole, linalool, and difluorinatedcurcumin.[196](#advs465-bib-0196){ref-type="ref"} Neutralization precipitation is a technique used for the precipitation of ionizable inclusion complexes, which are prepared by dissolving the substrate in an alkaline solution and mixing with an aqueous CD solution. The pH of the resultant mixture is neutralized by adding a hydrochloric acid solution while stirring; then, the precipitate is formed and collected by filtration, followed by desiccation.[197](#advs465-bib-0197){ref-type="ref"} However, this method is limited to encapsulate acid‐ and alkaline‐labile substrates.[194](#advs465-bib-0194){ref-type="ref"} The coevaporation technique is a simple and economic method that involves the mixing of two different miscible solutions (for instance, an aqueous CD solution and an alcoholic solution of a substrate) to form an emulsion of inclusion complexes. Then, the solvent is evaporated and dried under vacuum to obtain the pulverized product.[197](#advs465-bib-0197){ref-type="ref"} Microwave irradiation is an effective and convenient technique for the rapid complexation of CD and a substrate. In this process, the CD and substrate are dissolved in a solvent and reacted for a short period of time using a microwave oven. When the reaction is completed, the free substrate, cyclodextrin, and residual are removed by a solvent mixture, and the resultant precipitate is dried in a vacuum oven.[197](#advs465-bib-0197){ref-type="ref"}, [198](#advs465-bib-0198){ref-type="ref"}

### 3.2.5. Microfluidic Methods {#advs465-sec-0220}

To ensure that the sizes of the nanoparticles are evenly distributed, a homogenizer is often used in the emulsion process to reduce the sizes of the droplets in liquid--liquid dispersions, generating stable homogenized particles. However, the inherent random process makes it a nonideal strategy to fabricate polysaccharide nanoparticles in industry. Microfluidics has shown unparalleled advantages for the synthesis of polymer particles and have been utilized to produce hydrogel particles with a well‐defined size, shape, and morphology. Most importantly, during the encapsulation process, microfluidics can control the number of cells per particle and the overall encapsulation efficiency. Therefore, microfluidics is becoming a powerful approach for cell microencapsulation and the construction of cell‐based drug delivery systems.[199](#advs465-bib-0199){ref-type="ref"}

An example of Ca^2+^‐cross‐linked alginate microspheres were generated from a microfluidic device by Chen et al. They reported a versatile method of droplet microfluidics to fabricate alginate microspheres while simultaneously immobilizing an anti‐*Mycobacterium tuberculosis* complex Immunoglobulin Y (IgY) and anti‐*Escherichia coli* IgG antibodies primarily on the porous alginate carriers for specific binding and binding affinity tests.[200](#advs465-bib-0200){ref-type="ref"} They actually presented the shape and surface structure of calcium‐cross‐linked alginate microspheres under microscopy. They were generally round with an undulating membrane. Tiny porous structures were shown in zoomed in pictures of microsphere surfaces.

Microfluidic devices utilize the science of manipulating and controlling fluids and particles at micrometer or sub‐micrometer dimensions to exploit a wide range of biological applications such as high‐throughput drug screening of single cell or molecular analysis and manipulation, drug delivery and advanced therapeutics, biosensing, and point of care diagnostics, among others.[201](#advs465-bib-0201){ref-type="ref"} Fluid flow in microchannels is diffusion‐based laminar flow due to the low Reynolds numbers.[202](#advs465-bib-0202){ref-type="ref"} Several materials have been casted to make microfluidic devices, including polymer (including polydimethylsiloxane, polymethylmethacrylate, polycarbonate, cyclic olefin copolymer),[203](#advs465-bib-0203){ref-type="ref"} silicon,[204](#advs465-bib-0204){ref-type="ref"} and metal.[205](#advs465-bib-0205){ref-type="ref"} Typically, syringe pumps or microfabricated pumps provide pressure‐driven flow in the microchannels, and electrokinetic devices provide other choices for pumping liquids. Reagent solutions are manipulated inside microfluidic devices. A T‐junction type of channels is usually designed to generate droplets alternatively and fuse tow reagent droplets in a tapered chamber. In the long switch back channel, particles with nano‐ or microsizes can then be synthesized in each droplet reactor and collected at the end of device.[206](#advs465-bib-0206){ref-type="ref"} In our group, we have designed a microfluidic‐flow‐focusing device which is consistently reproducible, readily characterized, and easy to test and use to produce homogeneous alginate microparticles (**Figure** [**10**](#advs465-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}). Microparticles with the same size were pumped out of the T‐junction and then collected at 1 [m]{.smallcaps} CaCl~2~ solution. High speed camera recording helped to identify the process of formation of a single droplet in the microfluidic devices.[207](#advs465-bib-0207){ref-type="ref"} Microfluidic devices allow researchers to control the physical conditions and behavior of fluids in a micro‐/nanoscaled domain to fabricate polysaccharide biomaterials, offering versatile solutions for fabrication, manufacturing, and research in the fields of cell biology, pharmacology, and tissue engineering. We believe the continued enhancements of technology of microfluidic devices will produce much smaller and uniform polysaccharide nanoparticles while maintaining portable and cheap solutions for large‐scale industrial manufacturing applications.

![A) Photograph of microfluidic device. B,C) Microscopic photographs of alginate/oil droplets pumped out T‐junction inside the microfluidic device. Reproduced with permission.[207](#advs465-bib-0207){ref-type="ref"} Copyright 2015.](ADVS-5-1700513-g010){#advs465-fig-0010}

4. Preclinical Advancements {#advs465-sec-0230}
===========================

The goal of biomaterials is to assist the body\'s self‐healing process with the engagement of different cells/tissues as well as drug molecules. Drug delivery systems are tailor‐designed to promote the therapeutic efficacy of existing drug molecules in controlled manner. Our discussion focuses on two major categories of biomedical applications: (1) tissue engineering with regenerative medicine and (2) targeted delivery and theranostic applications in the field of treatment of diseases.

4.1. Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine {#advs465-sec-0240}
-------------------------------------------------

Polysaccharides are able to form hydrogels and micro‐/nanoparticles after certain reactions, which can encapsulate drug for therapeutic application. Tissue engineering is an emerging biomedical field that aims to assist and enhance the regeneration of body tissue defects that are too large to self‐repair or to substitute for the biological functions of damages/injured organs. To promote tissue regeneration or wound healing, many protein growth factors are required. For example, some growth factors are able to induce angiogenesis, which then supplies oxygen and nutrients to cells transplanted for organ substitution to maintain their biological functions.[208](#advs465-bib-0208){ref-type="ref"} Some growth factors are also shown to stimulate the proliferation and differentiation activity of stem cells via certain cellular signal pathways.[209](#advs465-bib-0209){ref-type="ref"} However, the biological effects of growth factors cannot always be expected because of their poor in vivo stability, unless a drug delivery system is contrived.[208](#advs465-bib-0208){ref-type="ref"} Various growth factors have shown to affect the proliferation and survival of multipotential stromal cells, including transforming growth factor beta (TGF‐β), the fibroblast growth factor (FGF), the VEGF, the platelet‐derived growth factor, the epidermal growth factor, the hepatocyte growth factor, and the Wnt family.[210](#advs465-bib-0210){ref-type="ref"} Almubarak et al. summarized the role of commonly used growth factors in angiogenesis and osteogenesis and highlighted the current status of preclinical and clinical trials.[211](#advs465-bib-0211){ref-type="ref"}

Our group has reported using alginate microparticles to stealth‐deliver VEGF intracellularly to mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs), inducing osteogenesis differentiation of hMSCs. The alginate microparticle prevented the delivered VEGF to interact with the VEGF surface receptor (VEGFR), which could potentially direct hMSCs into the osteoblast linage rather than adipocytes.[22](#advs465-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Liu et al. showed that the stealth delivery of VEGF effectively contributed in the differentiation signal pathway; they found that the intracellular expression of VEGFA but not external application of the growth factor could cure osteoporosis.[212](#advs465-bib-0212){ref-type="ref"} As expected, hMSCs could endocytose VEGFA--microparticles within 48 h coculturing and differentiate into osteoblast after 14 d (**Figure** [**11**](#advs465-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}). The utilization of alginate microparticles provides a possible solution to activate the intracrine mechanism, which may be different from the paracrine mechanism with respect to directing cell fates. **Table** [**1**](#advs465-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} lists examples of using different polysaccharides to control delivery of certain bioactive agents for various applications.

![A) Protein results of human MSCs after 14 d in culture with differentiation growth medium. Sample aliquots were collected and osteoprotegerin concentration (pg mL^−1^) in the supernatant medium was measured using an enzyme‐linked immunosrobent assay (ELISA) assay (*n* = 3). \* indicates significantly higher result, *p* \< 0.0001. B) Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT‐PCR) results verify production of osteocalcin and RUNX2 in MSCs after 14 d in culture with osteogenic differentiation growth medium. Collagen type I was upregulated for MSCs pretreated with VEGFA‐encapsulated Alg--*g*--PEG microspheres prior to differentiation. Glyceraldehyde‐3‐Phosphate Dehydrogenase (GADPH) was used as an internal control. C) Schematic representation of hMSCs endocytosis alginate‐based microparticles (loading with VEGFA), inducing osteogenesis differentiation. Reproduced with permission.[22](#advs465-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Copyright 2014, Elsevier.](ADVS-5-1700513-g011){#advs465-fig-0011}

###### 

Examples of different polysaccharides cargo system to control delivery certain bioactive agents for various applications

  Polysaccharide type                                                                            Bioactive agents                                         Application                                                                                Role in tissue engineering                                                                             Ref.
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  Alginate                                                                       Amidated pectin hosting doxycycline (Antibiotics)                       Wound healing                                                          Inhibit bacterial‐infection‐caused necrosis in wound healing process                                      [256](#advs465-bib-0256){ref-type="ref"}
  Alginate                                                                                             VEGF                                              Osteoporosis                                                          Promote osteogenesis differentiation of hMSCs rather than adipogenesis                                     [22](#advs465-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}
  Alginate                                                                           Human fibroblast growth factor 1 (FGF‐1)                          Cartilage defects                                                               Promote the in vitro development of mature adipocytes                                              [257](#advs465-bib-0257){ref-type="ref"}
                                                                                    Human bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP‐4)                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Alginate                                                                           Human fibroblast growth factor 1 (FGF‐2)        Peripheral artery disease and coronary artery disease                             Promote neovascularization and restore blood flow and tissue function of heart muscle                              [258](#advs465-bib-0258){ref-type="ref"}
  Alginate                                                                                             FGF‐1                                                Hypoxia                                                         Enhancement of graft neovascularization in a retrievable rat tomentum pouch                                   [259](#advs465-bib-0259){ref-type="ref"}
  Alginate                                                                            Transforming growth factor‐beta (TGF‐β)                     Articular cartilage defects                    Controlled delivery of TGF‐β selectively to the injury site and improve the repair of articular cartilage defects in rabbit model        [260](#advs465-bib-0260){ref-type="ref"}
  Alginate                                                                             Insulin‐like growth factor‐1 (IGF‐1)                 Nervous system disorders such as stroke                                                     Enhanced the proliferation of the encapsulated NSCs                                               [261](#advs465-bib-0261){ref-type="ref"}
  Hyaluronic acid                                                                                      None                                             Atherosclerosis                      Reach the atherosclerotic lesion after systemic administration with high potential as carrier for diagnosis and therapy of atherosclerosis   [261](#advs465-bib-0261){ref-type="ref"}
  Hyaluronic acid                                                                                      VEGF                                              Wound healing                                                                      Promote angiogenesis and accelerate healing                                                   [262](#advs465-bib-0262){ref-type="ref"}
  Chitosan                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Hyaluronic acid                                                                                      VEGF                           Development of vascular network during implantation                                                               Promote angiogenesis                                                              [263](#advs465-bib-0263){ref-type="ref"}
  Chitosan                                                                                           PGDF--BB                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  Poly([l]{.smallcaps}‐lactide‐*co*‐glycolide) (PLGA)‐grafted hyaluronic acid     Bone morphogenetic protein‐2 (BMP‐2) and IGF‐1                       Bone regeneration                       Promote the attachment, proliferation, spreading, and alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity of human adipose‐derived stem cells (hADSCs)     [264](#advs465-bib-0264){ref-type="ref"}
  Alginate microspheres within hyaluronic acid hydrogels                                              TGF‐β3                                           Cartilage repair                                                                           Promote neo cartilage formation                                                         [265](#advs465-bib-0265){ref-type="ref"}
                                                                                    Parathyroid hormone related protein (PTHrP)                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Hyaluronic acid/chitosan nanoparticles embedded in porous chitosan scaffold                   DNA encoding TGF‐β1                              Cartilage tissue engineering                                                                  Promotion of chondrocyte proliferation                                                     [266](#advs465-bib-0266){ref-type="ref"}
  Glycidyl methacrylated dextran                                                                       BMP‐2                                             Wound healing                                                                               Periodontium drug delivery                                                           [267](#advs465-bib-0267){ref-type="ref"}
  Acetalated dextran                                                                     Hepatocyte growth factor fragment                        Myocardial infarction (MI)                                    Largest arterioles, fewest apoptotic cardiomyocytes bordering the infarct, and the smallest infarcts                      [268](#advs465-bib-0268){ref-type="ref"}
  Methacrylated dextran                                                                                VEGF                                                Ischemia                                                                          Increase blood perfusion and angiogenesis                                                    [269](#advs465-bib-0269){ref-type="ref"}
  Chitosan--polyethylenimine                                                                        BMP‐2 gene                                       Repair of bone defect                                  Affect cell differentiation through a BMP‐2 signal pathway and promote new bone formation at the defect area                  [270](#advs465-bib-0270){ref-type="ref"}

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Polysaccharide‐based micro‐/nanoparticles provide protection to the protein‐based growth factors, offering a versatile release profile in a controlled manner while reducing the risk of having site effects, and are able to deliver the bioactive agent to target cells. In addition, stimulation can form different types of protein cargos, and the cellular signaling will then influence the cellular process, such as attachment, proliferation, migration, and differentiation, demonstrating the potential for applying these strategies for promoting tissue regeneration.[213](#advs465-bib-0213){ref-type="ref"}

4.2. Targeted Delivery and Theranostic Applications {#advs465-sec-0250}
---------------------------------------------------

Cancer remains one of the worlds\' major causes of death[214](#advs465-bib-0214){ref-type="ref"} and the improvement of effective therapies continues to challenge researchers. The great biocompatibility and the availability of multifunctional conjugation make polysaccharide nanoparticles arguably one of the best drug delivery vehicles for cancer treatment. With optimal size and surface properties, polysaccharide nanoparticles can be designed and engineered to increase the bloodstream circulation time and reach the target tumor lesion. Due to the enhanced permeability and retention effect to the ligands conjugation, nanoparticles are accumulated in the tumor tissue while delivery anticancer therapeutics are entrapped inside the particles, providing a higher targeting efficacy compared to traditional drug delivery methods. Conjugation target moieties also facilitate the precise delivery of chemotherapeutics, resulting in higher treatment efficiency and lower side effects.[215](#advs465-bib-0215){ref-type="ref"} **Table** [**2**](#advs465-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} lists some selected examples of polysaccharide‐based drug delivery systems encapsulated with therapeutic/diagnostic agents for cancer therapy. Although different types of polysaccharides have been assessed to develop a suitable anticancer/theranostic nanosystems (Table [2](#advs465-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}), only negligible amount of development can reach clinical trials. It should be noted that complex chemical conjugation may result in unexpected toxicity after systemic administration because of impurity of products. The future study of polysaccharide‐based CRS is seen to be centered on the improvement of sensitivity and specificity of stimuli‐responsive triggers, as well as safety profile after systemic delivery.

###### 

Examples of polysaccharide‐based drug delivery systems for controlled delivery anticancer agents

  Polysaccharide type                                                                              Anticancer agents                                           Imaging agents                        Cancer type                                                                                        Result and application                                                                                        Ref.
  -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  Hyaluronic acid (HA)                                                                                   None                                                       Cy5.5         Xenograft subcutaneous dorsa of athymic nude mice         To visualize the biodistribution of HA nanoparticles accumulating into the tumor with a combination of passible and active targeting mechanism          [271](#advs465-bib-0271){ref-type="ref"}
  Liposome--protamine--hyaluronic acid                                                                TGF‐β siRNA                                                   None                              Melanoma                                     Induction of antigen‐specific immune response and target modification of tumor microenvironment; powerful tool for immunotherapy                 [272](#advs465-bib-0272){ref-type="ref"}
  Chitosan                                                                                siRNA for VEGRA, VEGFR1, and VEGFR2                                       None                            Breast cancer                                                                       Suppressive effect on VEGF expression and tumor volume                                                      [273](#advs465-bib-0273){ref-type="ref"}
  Chitosan/alginate                                                                                   Doxorubicin                                                   None                   HepG2 hepatoma cells xenografts                                                        Induce the apoptosis of HepG2 tumor cells both in vitro and in vivo                                               [274](#advs465-bib-0274){ref-type="ref"}
  Alginate                                                                                            Doxorubicin                                                   None                             Liver tumor                                                      Tumor necrosis; heart cells and healthy liver cells surrounding the tumor were not affected                                   [275](#advs465-bib-0275){ref-type="ref"}
  Glycyrrhetinic acid‐modified alginate                                                               Doxorubicin                                                   None                         Hepatoma carcinoma                                                                               Tumor inhabitation rate reach 79.3%                                                               [282](#advs465-bib-0282){ref-type="ref"}
  Alginate--*g*--poly(*N*‐isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm)                                              Doxorubicin                                                  FCR‐675                     Squamous cell carcinoma                     DOX‐loaded alginate--*g*--PNIPAAm micelles showed excellent anticancer therapeutic efficacy in a mouse model without any significant side effects        [277](#advs465-bib-0277){ref-type="ref"}
  Alginate                                                                                          Cisplatin(CDDP)                                                 Cy5.5               Human caucasian ovary adenocarcinoma          Enhance delivery of CDDP into ovarian tumor tissues and improved the antitumor efficacy of CDDP, while reducing nephrotoxicity and body weight loss in mice   [278](#advs465-bib-0278){ref-type="ref"}
  *N*‐trimethyl chitosan                                                                      Cisplatin--alginate complex                                           None                  Human ovarian and lung carcinoma                                                                                 Induce apoptosis                                                                         [279](#advs465-bib-0279){ref-type="ref"}
  Hyaluronic acid                                                                                      Cisplatin                                                    None                       Human malignant gliomas                                                                                     Induce apoptosis                                                                         [280](#advs465-bib-0280){ref-type="ref"}
  Chitosan                                                                                       Destran--doxorubicin                                               None                        Various cancer types                                                                            Induce apoptosis and shrink tumor size                                                              [281](#advs465-bib-0281){ref-type="ref"}
  Hyaluronic acid                                           Cisplatin siRNA that downregulate antiapopotic genes overexpressed in cisplatin resistant tumor   Indocyanine green                      Lung cancer                                                   Overcome the Multidrug resistance effect of lung cancer in xenograft model and induce apopotosis                                 [282](#advs465-bib-0282){ref-type="ref"}

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

One attractive strategy for intracellular controlled release of anticancer agents is the exploitation of the redox‐responsive system, which contains disulfide bonds that can be cleaved by overexpressed glutathione in tumor cells. For example, Hu et al. reported chitosan‐based glycolipid‐like CSO---ss---SA (CSO: chitosan; SA: stearylamine) micelles for selective release of DOX/PTX by responding to the reducing environment in tumor cells.[54](#advs465-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} CSO---ss---SA micelles exhibited a desired reduction‐sensitivity as they were able to promote fast degradation and release of the drug in 10 × 10^−3^ [m]{.smallcaps} of GSH. An in vitro drug release study indicated that CSO---ss---SAs could quickly deliver the drug into the human ovarian cancer cells (SKOV‐3) and human normal liver cells (L‐02) through endocytosis pathway with significant higher delivery efficiency in SKOV‐3 compared to L‐02. Besides, the cellular inhibition rate of PTX‐loaded CSO---ss---SA micelles was positively correlated with the intracellular GSH concentration in SKOV‐3 cells. A mouse xenograft model study showed that CSO---ss---SAs could effectively deliver the drug into tumor tissue via the EPR effect (**Figure** [**12**](#advs465-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}). Although there was high deposition of CSO---ss---SAs in the liver and spleen, the drug release mainly existed in the tumor. Compared with Taxol at the same doses, PTX‐loaded CSO---ss---SA micelles provided a distinguished antitumor effect with a rather low dose of PTX. Overall, this study emphasizes that the rational design of a selective redox‐responsive system could serve as a smart platform for drug delivery with the least toxicity and rapid intracellular drug liberation in tumor cells.

![A) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of CSO---ss---SA (up) and PTX loaded CSO---ss---SA) (down). B) In vivo whole body images and C) average fluorescent signal. D) Fluorescent images of organs of tumor bearing nude mice after injection DiR‐labeled CSO---ss---SA for 12, 24, 48, and 72 h. Reproduced with permission.[54](#advs465-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} Copyright 2015, Elsevier.](ADVS-5-1700513-g012){#advs465-fig-0012}

In addition to redox‐triggered drug release, the pH difference between tumor and normal tissues, as well as between the cytoplasm and endosomes can also be harnessed for controlled release of the chemotherapeutics. For instance, Feng et al. described the surface coating of DOX‐loaded mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) with multilayers of alginate/chitosan to impart pH responsiveness of the nanocarriers (DOX\@PEM--MSNs; i.e., DOX‐loaded polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM)--green fluorescence FITC‐labeled MSNs (FMSNs)).[216](#advs465-bib-0216){ref-type="ref"} The release of DOX was triggered by acidic intracellular or extracellular environments. An in vitro study on HeLa cells showed that the intracellular release of DOX from nanocarriers was pH dependent (lowering pH increased the release rate), and a sustained DOX accumulation in the nucleus led to prolonged therapeutic efficacy (**Figure** [**13**](#advs465-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, an in vivo evaluation in healthy rats demonstrated that these DOX\@PEM--MSNs carriers exhibited longer systemic circulation time and slower plasma elimination rate than free DOX. Compared with unmodified MSNs, the PEM--FMSNs showed superior hemocompatibility in terms of low hemolytic and cytotoxic effects against human red blood cells (RBCs), which endorses them as potential candidates for systemic delivery.

![A1,A3) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and A2,A4) TEM images of (A1/A2) MSN and (A3/A4) PEM--MSNs with adjacent photographs showing good dispersity in water. SEM images of human red blood cells (RBCs) cultured on B1,B2) MSNs and B3,B4) PEM--MSNs. C) TEM images of intracellular uptake of PEM--MSNs in HeLa Cells; (C2) was the zoomed in image of (C1). D) Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) images of HeLa cell coincubation with free DOX, DOX encapsulated PEM--MSNs, and PEM--FMSNs for 10 min, 0.5 h, 1 h, 3 h, 6 h, and 12 h. Reproduced with permission.[216](#advs465-bib-0216){ref-type="ref"} Copyright 2014, ACS.](ADVS-5-1700513-g013){#advs465-fig-0013}

Dysregulated enzyme expression is often associated with numerous diseases, particularly cancer, inflammatory, and infectious diseases. Certain upregulated enzymes (e.g., matrix metalloproteinases, cathepsins, caspases, thrombins, glucuronidase) could be considered as specific endogenous triggers for the release of therapeutic and diagnostic agents. HA‐coated MSNs loaded with DOX were also reported by Zhang et al. They grafted the biotin--HA on desthiobiotin decorated MSNs via a streptavidin‐mediated cross‐linkage, which prevented the DOX release from the pores of the MSNs.[217](#advs465-bib-0217){ref-type="ref"} Once the MSN--HA/DOX was specifically taken up by CD44‐positive cancer cells by receptor‐mediated endocytosis, DOX was released from the pore of MSN by competitive binding of cytoplasmic biotin and desthiobiotin to streptavidin. In vitro examinations showed that MSN--HA could be internalized by HT‐29 and Colon‐26 cells (CD44 positive), and the release of DOX was promoted significantly in the presence of hyaluronidase (HAase) and/or biotin. HA‐coated MSNs displayed higher cell viability than bare MSNs. An in vivo safety evaluation demonstrated that despite that MSN--HA showed little nonspecific interaction with proteins, blood cells, and macrophages, MSN--HA could significantly improve the biocompatibility of MSNs by surface coating HA. Evaluation of MSN--HA/DOX on a colon‐26 xenograft tumor model showed that MSN--HA/DOX had better antitumor effect than free DOX, owing to the presence of extracellular matrix‐localized HAase and intracellular biotin in the tumor site that triggered the disintegration of biotin--HA from MSNs, which thus enhanced its antiproliferative activity in a solid tumor.

Zhang et al. reported using glycyrrhetinic acid (GA)‐modified alginate nanoparticle to target delivery of DOX to kunming mice for curing liver cancer. GA is a commonly used bioactive ligand for modification of DDS and results in additional accumulation of drug molecules in the liver sites. Passive targeting with enhanced permeability was also a leading cause for liver cancer accumulation. Instead of focusing on the therapeutic effect of shrinking the tumor, the authors also evaluated the side effects with regards to the DOX chemotherapy. The in vivo study results suggested that after a single tail‐vein injection of 7 mg kg^−1^ body weight, the concentration of DOX in the liver reached 67.8 ± 4.9 µg g^−1^, which was 2.8‐fold and 4.7‐fold higher compared to non‐GA modified alginate nanoparticles and free DOX HCl. A histological examination showed tumor necrosis in both experimental groups. Most importantly, the heart cells and the liver cells surrounding the tumor were not affected by administration of DOX/GA--ALG NPs, whereas myocardial necrosis and apparent liver cell swelling were observed after DOX·HCl administration.[217](#advs465-bib-0217){ref-type="ref"}

The RNAi technique has open a new route for cancer therapy and several candidates are being clinically tested. In the development of RNAi‐based techniques, imaging methods provide a visible and quantitative solution to investigate the therapeutic effect at anatomical, cellular, and molecular levels and they are able to noninvasively trace the distribution and study the biological processes in preclinical and clinical stages.[218](#advs465-bib-0218){ref-type="ref"} Nanocarrier‐mediated delivery of RNAi therapeutics usually encounters different biological barriers, including reaching the circulation, crossing the vascular barrier, cellular uptake, and endosomal escape. With advancements in chemical modification and nanotechnology, polysaccharide nanoparticles are diverse in size and charge and are widely applied as platforms for simultaneous gene/drug delivery and imaging.[14](#advs465-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Yoon et al. reported a novel type of biodegradable hyaluronic acid‐*graft*‐poly(dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) (HPD) conjugates that can form complexes with siRNA and that can be chemically cross‐linked via the formation of the disulfide bonds under facile conditions to exhibit high stability in 5% serum solution over the un‐cross‐linked ones. The in vivo study, which was performed using FPR675‐labeled HPD with siRNA complexes, showed the efficacy of selective accumulation of the complexes at the tumor site after intravenous injection into tumor‐bearing mice, achieving a successful gene silencing effect while being able to be monitored with a whole‐body near infrared flurescence (NIRF) imager.[219](#advs465-bib-0219){ref-type="ref"} While the application of polysaccharide coated particles show promising result in research, there are still obstacles before more clinical trials are tested. One problem is to target sites that are located farther from the magnetic source. Future research should focus on designing multimodality imaging probes with polysaccharide coatings to enhance the use of particle‐based imaging‐based contrasts, offering versatile solutions for early cancer detection and monitoring.[220](#advs465-bib-0220){ref-type="ref"}

Aside from cancer therapeutics, CD‐based supramolecular assemblies have received attentions in confronting genetic and rare diseases.[148](#advs465-bib-0148){ref-type="ref"}, [221](#advs465-bib-0221){ref-type="ref"} A series of stimuli‐cleavable β‐CD‐based polyrotaxanes (PRXs) have been investigated by Tamura and Yui.[222](#advs465-bib-0222){ref-type="ref"} According to a recent study, a redox‐responsive β‐CD‐threaded PRX has been developed for the treatment of NPC disease,[221](#advs465-bib-0221){ref-type="ref"} which was achieved by the controlled released of β‐CDs from HEE group‐modified Pluronic P123 via intracellular disulfide bonds cleavage. In this report, they compared the efficacy of PRXs and hydroxypropyl‐β‐CD (HP‐β‐CD) for treatment of the autophagy failure in NPC disease. Usually, an increased number of LC3‐positive puncta can be observed from NPC patient‐derived fibroblasts (NPC1 fibroblasts). When treated with HP‐β‐CD, the autophagic degradation activity was further disturbed by the increasing amount of LC3‐positive puncta and levels of p62 in the NPC1 fibroblasts, whereas the PRX‐based treatment diminished both the amount of LC3‐positive puncta and levels of p62 in the NPC1 fibroblasts via the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)‐independent pathway. The evaluation of the mRFP‐GFP‐LC3 reporter gene expression that demonstrated the redox‐responsive PRXs mediated the generation of autolysosomes to approach for autophagic protein degradation (**Figure** [**14**](#advs465-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}). In this regard, the developed β‐CD‐threaded bioresponsive PRXs offered a promising treatment for NPC disease based on simultaneously improving the cholesterol accumulation in lysosomes and damaged autophagy functionality in NPC1 fibroblasts.

![A) CLSM images of normal and NPC1 fibroblast cells expression mRFP‐GFP‐LC3 coincubated with HP--β‐CD and HEE---ss---PRX nanoparticles at the concentration of 10 × 10^−3^ and 1 × 10^−3^ [m]{.smallcaps}. B) Quantification of cell population with production of autophagosomes (mRFP^+^ and GRP^+^) and autolysosome (mRFP^+^ and GRP^−^). Reproduced with permission.[221](#advs465-bib-0221){ref-type="ref"} Copyright 2015, American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.](ADVS-5-1700513-g014){#advs465-fig-0014}

Natural polysaccharides also play important roles in the diagnosis and therapy of cardiovascular diseases due to their unique features including binding affinities to atherothrombotic sites, immunomodulation and therapeutic effects as well as their use as a platform for therapeutics delivery.[223](#advs465-bib-0223){ref-type="ref"} For example, the recognition of stabilin‐2 and CD44 receptors by HA during the pathogenic process of atherosclerosis has been explored for active targeting theranostics.[224](#advs465-bib-0224){ref-type="ref"}, [225](#advs465-bib-0225){ref-type="ref"} Recently, Lee et al developed HA‐NPs as therapeutic carriers for active targeting atherosclerosis,[224](#advs465-bib-0224){ref-type="ref"} which was prepared through self‐assembly of HA‐5b‐cholanic acid‐Cy5.5 conjugates. The evaluation of cellular internalization of HA‐NPs demonstrated the stabilin‐2 or CD44 receptor‐mediated endocytosis mechanism, as cellular uptake of HA‐NPs was significantly inhibited by the pretreatment of an excess amount of free HA. In vivo fluorescence imaging of atherosclerotic lesion by tail vein injection of Cy5.5‐labeled HA‐NPs into ApoE‐deficient mice revealed that 24 h postinjected HA‐NPs successfully highlighted the atherosclerotic lesion with a stronger signal than the normal aorta. The confocal microscopy imaging showed colocalization of the stabilin‐2/CD44 antibody and HA‐NPs in the atherosclerotic plaque (**Figure** [**15**](#advs465-fig-0015){ref-type="fig"}A,B). Besides, in vivo fluorescence imaging also demonstrated superior targeting efficiency of HA‐NPs compared to passively targeted HGC‐NPs (Figure [15](#advs465-fig-0015){ref-type="fig"}C--E). Overall, the study described the potential theranostic application of HA‐based nanopolyplexes for atherosclerosis.

![A) Fluorescent images of Cy5.5‐labeled HA‐NPs in atherosclerotic plaque in ApoE KO and normal mice. B) Zoom in fluorescent images of HA‐NPs in isolated plaques with immunostaining of Stabilin‐2 (STAB2) and CD44 with insetted images show the 4′,6‐diamidino‐2‐ phenylindole (DAPI) nuclei stain. C) In vivo live image of HA‐NP in atherosclerotic lesion in ApoE KO mice. D) Fluorescent images of isolated aorta after sacrificing the ApoE KO mice. E) Quantitatively analysis of the fluorescent intensity of HGC‐NPs and HA‐NPs form atherosclerotic lesion images. Reproduced with permission.[224](#advs465-bib-0224){ref-type="ref"} Copyright 2015, RSC.](ADVS-5-1700513-g015){#advs465-fig-0015}

5. Clinical Translations: Progress and Challenges {#advs465-sec-0260}
=================================================

Despite the great potential of polysaccharide‐based DDSs in various preclinical studies of disease treatment, they are still elusive to the market and only limited amounts of products have entered clinical trials. We have listed some ongoing and completed clinical trials for polysaccharide‐based nanoproducts that are not limited to particulate DDSs but can be used for other therapeutic applications as well (**Table** [**3**](#advs465-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). There are several types of polysaccharide products based on a drug‐conjugated delivery system, which can be modulated to be stimuli‐responsive or receptor‐mediated targeting.[13](#advs465-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Five of the known polysaccharide‐based conjugates for anticancer treatment in clinical tests are AD‐70, DE‐310, Delimotecan, ONCOFID‐P‐B, and CRLX101.

###### 

Examples of polysaccharide‐based DDSs in clinical trials. IVI, intravenous infusion; CDP, cationic cyclodextrin polymer; AD--PEG, adamantane polyethylene glycol; hTf, human transferrin protein

  Polysaccharide             Product name                                           Composition                                       Delivery route                               Diseases or conditions                          Development stage                                       Country, year^\[Ref.\]^
  ----------------- ------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Dextran                        AD‐70                                         Doxorubicin, dextran                                         IVI                                   Refractory solid tumors                         Phase I discontinued                      Germany, 1993[226](#advs465-bib-0226){ref-type="ref"}
                                DE‐310                               Exatecan mesylate, carboxymethyl‐dextran                               IVI                                    Advanced solid tumors                                Phase I                     Netherlands, UK, Canada, 2005[231](#advs465-bib-0231){ref-type="ref"}
                     Delimotecan (MEN 4901/T‐0128)                 Camptothecin (T‐2513), carboxymethyl‐dextran                             IVI                                         Solid tumors                                    Phase I                       Netherlands, Italy, 2008[283](#advs465-bib-0283){ref-type="ref"}
  Chitosan                      Milican                                        Holmium‐166, chitosan                              Percutaneous injection                       Small hepatocellular carcinoma                           Phase II                          South Korea, 2006[236](#advs465-bib-0236){ref-type="ref"}
  Hyaluronic acid              RadiaPlex                                        Sodium hyaluronate                                     Topical skin                                 Radiation dermatitis                               Phase III                              USA, 2007[284](#advs465-bib-0284){ref-type="ref"}
                              ONCOFID‐P‐B                                      PTX, hyaluronic acid                              Intravesical instillation                             Bladder cancer                                 Phases I, II                           Italy, 2011[233](#advs465-bib-0233){ref-type="ref"}
  Cyclodextrin                 CALAA‐01                                   siRNA (RRM2), CDP, AD--PEG, hTf                                   IVI                                         Solid tumors                                    Phase I                               USA, 2008[285](#advs465-bib-0285){ref-type="ref"}
                            CRLX101/IT‐101                          β‐Cyclodextrin, PEG copolymer--camptothecin                             IVI                               Ovarian/tubal/peritoneal cancer                         Phases I, II                            USA, 2012[286](#advs465-bib-0286){ref-type="ref"}
                                                                                                                                                                                       Rectal cancer                                  Phases I, II                            USA, 2013[287](#advs465-bib-0287){ref-type="ref"}
                                                                                                                                                                                   Advanced solid tumors                                Phase I          USA, 2015[134](#advs465-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"}, [288](#advs465-bib-0288){ref-type="ref"}
                                                                                                                                                                                        Lung cancer                                   Phases I, II                            USA, 2016[289](#advs465-bib-0289){ref-type="ref"}
  Alginate                     DIABECELL             Neonatal porcine islets, poly‐[l]{.smallcaps}‐ornithine, alginate mixture      Xenotransplantation                               Type I diabetes                              Phases I, II, III                      New Zealand, 2009[240](#advs465-bib-0240){ref-type="ref"}
                                IK‐5001                                 Calcium gluconate, sodium alginate                        Intracoronary injection    Acute/ST‐elevation myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure         Phase I                      USA, Germany, Israel, 2010[241](#advs465-bib-0241){ref-type="ref"}
                            OligoG CF‐5/20                                   Alginate oligosaccharide                                   Inhalation                                    Cystic fibrosis                                 Phases I, II                        UK, Norway, 2014[242](#advs465-bib-0242){ref-type="ref"}

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

*AD‐70*: AD‐70 is a dextran--anthracycline conjugate that is consists of a oxidized dextran polymer with molecular weight of 70 000 Da and doxorubicin conjugations through the Schiff‐base reaction with glycine attached on dextran.[226](#advs465-bib-0226){ref-type="ref"} The principle of this conjugation approach was based on the concept that hypoxic tumor milieu are expected to promote the liberation of active drugs. In phase I of the study, AD‐70 was administered via intravenous infusion in 13 patients.[226](#advs465-bib-0226){ref-type="ref"} Dose‐limiting toxicities (DLTs) including significant thrombocytopenia and hepatotoxicity were observed in several patients; they were attributed to specific uptake of dextran--doxorubicin conjugates by MPS, since the dextran (glucose polymer) can be recognized by glucose transporters on macrophages. Besides, the Schiff‐base formation can certainly yield aldehyde residues that could induce toxicity.[227](#advs465-bib-0227){ref-type="ref"} Despite its promising results for Schiff‐base‐mediated tumor selectivity in an animal model, the progress to the next clinical phase was discontinued. During the phase I clinical trial, AD‐70 showed unexpected toxicity due to the immunogenic effect caused by non‐biodegradable nanoformulation that consists of modified side chain of oxidized dextran.[228](#advs465-bib-0228){ref-type="ref"}

*DE‐310*: DE‐310 is a macromolecular DDS that was discovered by Daiichi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. It is composed of a topoisomerase I inhibitor (DX‐8951f, a camptothecin analogue), and a biodegradable carboxymethyl--dextran polyalcohol polymer that are covalently attached via a Gly--Gly--Phe--Gly peptidyl linker.[229](#advs465-bib-0229){ref-type="ref"} The design rationale of this macromolecular carrier was intended to afford passive targeting based on the EPR effect and the controlled release of the parent drug DX‐8951f using enzymatic cleavage of the peptidyl spacer by lysosomal proteases (cathepsins).[230](#advs465-bib-0230){ref-type="ref"} A phase I clinical trial with DE‐310 revealed that in a total of 27 patients, one patient with metastatic adenocarcinoma achieved complete remission. Another patient with metastatic pancreatic cancer achieved partial remission. And a total of 14 patients had stabilized disease progression.[231](#advs465-bib-0231){ref-type="ref"} Neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, and hepatotoxicity were the main DLTs. The study concluded that DX‐8951 was sustainably released from DE‐310 over a prolonged period, yet there was no detectable drug concentration in red blood cells, skin, and saliva, which supportively implies that DE‐310 could improve the therapeutic index of drug DX‐8951f. However, the insufficient sample size and data prevent clear conclusions from being drawn.

*Delimotecan*: Delimotecan is another carboxymethyl--dextran conjugate containing the camptothecin analogue 10‐(3′‐amino‐propyloxy)‐7‐ethyl‐(20S)‐camptothecin (T‐2513). T‐2513 is bound to the polymer via the triglycine linker, which can be specifically cleaved by cathepsin B and subsequently release the active drug.[232](#advs465-bib-0232){ref-type="ref"} Cathepsin B is a lysosomal cysteine protease that is upregulated in a wide variety of human tumors; hence, the presence of the triglycine linker is important for enhancing tumor selectivity and reducing toxicity. In a phase‐I study, 22 patients received the Delimotecan treatment, and two partial remissions were observed in patients with head and neck cancer. However, adverse hematological effects such as leukopenia hematologic leukocytopenia and neutropenia and nonhematologic symptoms including skin rash, fatigue, and diarrhea had occurred after Delimotecan therapy. The clinical trial confirmed that Delimotecan had a prolonged circulation half‐life and enhanced Delimotecan retention in tumor tissues (especially when the tumor is enriched in tumor‐associated macrophages) as well as the ability to increase the release of T‐2513 via enzymatic cleavage.

*ONCOFID‐P‐B*: ONCOFID‐P‐B is a PTX--HA bioconjugate supplied by Fidia Farmaceutici S.p.A. that has entered the phase‐I evaluation.[233](#advs465-bib-0233){ref-type="ref"} The covalent conjugation between PTX and HA was intended to improve the hydrophilicity of the active pharmacophore.[234](#advs465-bib-0234){ref-type="ref"} A total of 16 patients with bladder cancer were treated by intravesical instillation of ONCOFID‐P‐B acid solution. No DLT was observed during the treatment, and drug concentrations were always under the detectable level; in addition, 9 patients achieved complete remission. However, 50% of the total patients experienced recurrence or progression.[233](#advs465-bib-0233){ref-type="ref"} The study results demonstrated that ONCOFID‐P‐B was safe for treatment of nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer. Moreover, HA‐based bioconjugates can certainly improve the bioavailability of active drug PTX for intravesical chemotherapy.

*CRLX101*: CRLX101 is a polysaccharide‐based compound discovered by Cerulean Pharma Inc. It consists of active pharmacophore camptothecin that covalently attached to a CDP. The rationale of this approach was to encapsulate the hydrophobic camptothecin via intra‐ and intermolecular interactions between adjacent polymer units (cyclodextrin and polyethylene glycol) and lead to self‐assembles in aqueous solution.[133](#advs465-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"} The resulting nanoparticles varied in size from 20 to 60 nm, due to its neutral surface charge and presence of PEG blocks that together provide a stealth effect to avoid nonspecific uptake by mononuclear phagocyte system.[235](#advs465-bib-0235){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the physical encapsulation of camptothecin in CRLX101 nanoparticles prevents camptothecin from enzymatic degradations in circulation. Previous clinical data demonstrated that CDP‐based DDSs can address not only plasma solubility and toxicity, but also the therapeutic index of camptothecin.[132](#advs465-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}, [134](#advs465-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"}

*Milican*: Unlike the above‐mentioned polysaccharide conjugates, Milican consists of a radioisotope holmium‐166 (^166^Ho(NO~3~)~3~·5H~2~O), which complexed with chitosan (2‐deoxy‐2‐amino‐[d]{.smallcaps}‐glucose) polymer as an embolic platform for ablative radiotherapy. The phase‐IIb clinical study shows the outstanding efficacy and long‐term safety of Milican for the treatment of small hepatocellular carcinoma (\<3 cm in size) through intratumoral injection with ultrasonographic guidance.[236](#advs465-bib-0236){ref-type="ref"} However, the effectiveness for treatment of larger tumors is currently undergoing for further evaluation.

*CALAA‐01*: CALAA‐01 was a pioneering targeted siRNA nanotherapeutic that was developed by Davis in 1996.[237](#advs465-bib-0237){ref-type="ref"} This delivery system consists of an anti‐RRM2 (ribonucleotide reductase subunit 2) siRNA payload and cyclodextrin‐containing polymer particle core attached with AD--PEG group and some AD--PEG covalently linked to human transferrin (Tf--PEG--AD) for tumor targeting and cellular internalization. The imidazole residues are also present to promote the endosomal escape, which exploit the protonation of amines in an acidic environment and induce the influx of protons and chloride ions into endosome, elevating the osmotic pressure and resulting in the disruption of endosomal membrane.[238](#advs465-bib-0238){ref-type="ref"} The human phase Ia/Ib clinical data from 24 patients with different cancers showed that CALAA‐01 was well tolerated during the initial dose escalation.[131](#advs465-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"} However, two patients were experiences with DLTs after the trials were reopened. Although the delivery system of CALAA‐01 has been proved effective for targeted delivery, the full ability of CALAA‐01 failed to meet its primary end point in this trial.[239](#advs465-bib-0239){ref-type="ref"}

In addition to the anticancer therapeutics, a number of polysaccharide‐based DDSs were also used for treatment of other types of diseases, such as type I diabetes (DIABECELL),[240](#advs465-bib-0240){ref-type="ref"} heart disorders (IK‐5001),[241](#advs465-bib-0241){ref-type="ref"} and cystic fibrosis (OligoG CF‐5/20).[242](#advs465-bib-0242){ref-type="ref"} These examples of polysaccharide‐based nanotherapeutics undergoing clinical trials certainly played an important role in the future development of polymeric nanomedicine. However, opportunities have always been accompanied by challenges. Translational nanomedicine is a relatively new interdisciplinary field that has revolutionized the traditional knowledge of disease and therapy through cutting edge bionanotechnology.[243](#advs465-bib-0243){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, it is challenged by limited previous experience with addressing various concerns, such as nanoparticle formulation, delivery mechanisms, toxicity investigation, and revealing the biochemical basis of the interactions between NPs and complex biological systems.[244](#advs465-bib-0244){ref-type="ref"}

First, one of the major considerations is the design and formulation of polysaccharide‐based DDSs. Natural‐based polysaccharides are not a single discrete chemical system, as they vary in number and distribution of repeating building blocks along the polymer backbone.[20](#advs465-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [245](#advs465-bib-0245){ref-type="ref"} Molecular weight and composition are therefore important influences on the solubility, chain flexibility, intra‐ and intermolecular forces, carrier size/shape, loading capacity, and surface charge. These physicochemical properties can subsequently determine the biophysiological behavior, such as plasma solubility, aggregation states, and immunogenicity. In this regard, regulatory control including the bench‐top synthesis and characterizations must be taken into account for successful clinical translation. The dose of polysaccharide‐based products may need to be scaled up from animal models to human trials, since statistical analyses showed that only less than 1% of the injected dose can reach the desired target sites for most published researches.[246](#advs465-bib-0246){ref-type="ref"} In this case, reproducibility is another issue for manufacturing, since the structure of polysaccharide‐based polymers varies from bench to bench and time to time in terms of the source purchased, molecular weight variation, functional group modification, and purification.[13](#advs465-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}

Second, knowledge of the degradation profile of different polysaccharides will also be very important for the design of the polysaccharide‐based DDSs. Breaking up the noncovalent cross‐linking (intra‐ and intermolecular forces) networks is usually the initial step. For the nondegradable cross‐link, the degradation of the polysaccharide backbone will become the leading process of polysaccharide‐based DDSs in vivo.

In a biological environment, polysaccharides usually undergo enzymatic or hydrolytic degradation into nontoxic byproducts. The degradation process usually begins with the random breaking up of β‐1,4‐ glycosidic bonds followed by the observation of *N*‐acetyl linkage deacetylation degree. As the average molecular weight decreases, the degree of deacetylation increases, resulting in a polysaccharide backbone scission and destruction of side functional groups, including carbonyl, amine, and hydroxyl.[247](#advs465-bib-0247){ref-type="ref"} It is difficult to control the polysaccharide backbone degradation in vivo and predict the clear out mechanism of polysaccharide‐based DDSs, as the incomplete degradation will result in a burst release and compromised mechanical properties. Recent studies have designed polysaccharide‐based stimuli‐responsive (pH, thermal, mechanical force) materials to control or tune the drug release profile during in vivo application.[248](#advs465-bib-0248){ref-type="ref"} However, more animal studies should focus on monitoring the clearance and degradation of polysaccharide‐based materials in the long run.

Another challenge is to consider the heavy reliance on the EPR effect for passive targeting in oncology. In principle, nanoparticles with sizes less than 500 nm can cross the tumor blood vessels due to the irregular gaps developed by less tightly formed endothelial cells. However, the size of the gaps varies with the type and stage of tumor.[246](#advs465-bib-0246){ref-type="ref"} Hence, the heterogeneity of the EPR effect and limited relevant experimental information from patients can certainly result in high levels of uncertainty for delivery efficiency.[249](#advs465-bib-0249){ref-type="ref"} In this respect, development of specific biomarkers or imaging agents to determine the strong EPR effects in patients for preselecting appropriate patients could be an option.[244](#advs465-bib-0244){ref-type="ref"}, [250](#advs465-bib-0250){ref-type="ref"} Once the nanoparticles have reached the target sites, they have to deal with the intratumoral microenvironment to across the tumor vascular barrier. However, nanoparticles and even smaller chemotherapeutics can only insufficiently diffuse into deep tumor space. This is due to the abnormalities of the vasculature development and the rising interstitial fluid pressure inside the tumor; together, this forms a barrier for transportation of chemotherapeutics, nanoparticles, imaging agents, etc.[251](#advs465-bib-0251){ref-type="ref"} These obstacles have been associated with drug resistance to certain chemotherapeutics.[252](#advs465-bib-0252){ref-type="ref"} One possible solution is to revert the abnormalities and function of tumor vessels to a relatively normal state by using antiangiogenic therapy.[253](#advs465-bib-0253){ref-type="ref"} This in turn can ultimately improve the response to therapeutic treatment and control the tumor progression.

Concerns have also expressed that the in vitro cellular study and in vivo animal model do not fully simulate the physiology and pathophysiology in humans, in particular, the xenografted human tumors in immunodeficient mice, which may not be able to mimic the true tumor microenvironment and predict therapeutic response in human patients.[135](#advs465-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"}, [254](#advs465-bib-0254){ref-type="ref"}, [255](#advs465-bib-0255){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, this could be a grand challenge in estimating possible outcomes before human trials start using preclinical results. Nevertheless, genetically engineered mice models can be useful to enhance our understanding of translational nanomedicine with more realistic approaches.[254](#advs465-bib-0254){ref-type="ref"} In summary, like other types of nanoparticle, budding success of clinical translation for polysaccharide‐based nontherapeutic medicines relies on the integration of multidisciplinary knowledge (involving life science, clinical medicine, material science, chemistry, and engineering) and collaboration among regulatory authorities, pharmaceutical companies, academics, and governments.

6. Concluding Remarks {#advs465-sec-0270}
=====================

Polysaccharide‐based DDSs have emerged as one of the major naturally based polymers for biomedical application due to their excellent biocompatibility and biodegradability, structural stability, broad source, and versatile chemical compositions. Various chemical modifications of chemistry have been explored to increase the functionalities of the polysaccharide polymers. Meanwhile, novel engineering techniques and devices have been developed for DDS fabrications. These have generally made it possible for encapsulating different types of drug molecules (e.g., protein, oligonucleotides, small molecules) with a desirable release profile to target tissue and great pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) properties. The preclinical and clinical studies represent the possibility of utilizing polysaccharide‐based DDSs to enhance the therapeutic efficacy of biopharmaceutics. Despite the largely evolving knowledge and techniques, few of the polysaccharide‐DDSs have been translated into clinical studies due to limit knowledge regarding their drug release properties, targeting and therapeutic efficacy, and degradation profile. Therefore, a better understanding of material/tissue interactions is greatly needed in the field of polysaccharide‐DDSs. While compiling more convincing characterizations both in vitro and in vivo would be helpful, utilizing additional engineering modeling and monitoring techniques will also be useful for predicting the therapeutic response for clinical applications. Furthermore, the continuing development of de novo material fabrication techniques will produce better, stable, and evenly distributed polysaccharide‐based drug carriers that can be used to tailor disease targeting models. We foresee more clinical translations studies with polysaccharide‐based materials in the near future.
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